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a portrait of Former Secretary
Day, and of which the artist received
on.v $$50 had been found by a mes
senger on the floor of his office. How
it got there be had no knowledge.
The voucher as found on the floor, appeared complete, Mr. Morrison said
Chief Clerk
aiid contained Former
Michael's explanation of how the $1,- oi
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coast has free raw sugar," said Mr.
Atkins. ''The refineries there get the
Hawaiian and Philippine sugars with
out duty, while we have to pay $1.34
duty on each hundred pounds of Cu- bar sugar," he continued.
Mr. Atkins said he did not know
Mr. Spreckels, nor what Interest the
latter had in various beet sugar companies of the West. "I have not been
able to get any information from any
ACTING
AMERICAN of the companies in which we are
HEAD
OF
SUGAR COMPANY BLAMES DIFlargely interested," said Mr. Atkins.
"We are minority stockholders and
FERENCE IN FREIGHT RATES
they refuse to tell us anything about
their troubles."

CITY EDITION

ATKINS EXPLAINS

"nDPAMPR"IPt!JK

THE FAILURE TO

INSOLVENT IS

COMPETE

CHARGE

UllLniULIl

LLIIIO

of the Lewis enterprises, due to mis
representations made to investors in
his corporations and securities. It is
also charged that the reorganization
plan of the syndicate of publishers is
a scheme further to deprive the credi
tors of the corporations of their mon
ey.
Federal Judge Dyer said today that
he would pass upon the petitions to
morrow.

PASSENGER ON
LINER VICTIM

.

OF CHOLERA

difference had been expended. The
explanation waa not made public. It
RECEIVER
SOUGHT
FOR ALL
SENATE FINALLY ACCEPTS BOR has been contended that the $1,600
8TEAMSHIP. BERLIN
REPORTS
HIS HOLDINGS AT UNIVERAH MEASURE RESOLUTION BY
MAKING RAPID PROGRESS.
was spent In secret service.
DEATH
FROM
PLAGUE
ON
The sewer gang la making rapid
In regard to the Hale payment, Mr.
SITY CITY, MO.
A VOTE OF 64 TO 24
TRIP
Morrison said that all he knew about
progress this week. The ditch now
1
extends from Center street to Doug
the matter was his direction from
AMENDMENT ALSO CARRIES Secretary Knox to pay over the $5,000. CAN'T GET TO THE COAST
BEHIND
CREDITORS
SUITS las avenue In the alley west of Rail THOSE ABOARD QUARANTINED
road avenue. The' manhole is being
O H. Tltteman, Canadian boundary
DIVIDEND IS PASSED
on Center street and that
built
who
waa
called
before
ALSO
OF
CALIFORNIA
commissioner,
New
REFINERIES
13.
Directors of THEY ALSO ASK FOR INJUNCTION
York, June
SUCCEEDS IN INSERTBRISTOW
STRICT PRECAUTIONS TAKEN BY
soon will be opened
the
declared
thoroughfare
the
that
committee,
the
&
Denver
to
Rio
Grande
WITHOUT
GET
SUGAR
THEIR
railway
AND A FORECLOSURE ON
ING PROVISION FOR FEDonce more for traffic on both sides ot HEALTH OFFICERS TO PREVENT
$"i,000 payment by Hale had never
day passed the dividend on the prePAYING DUTY
CERTAIN
PROPERTY
ERAL SUPERVISION
SPREAD OF CONTAGION
the street car tracks. Mayor K. D,
been explained to him. He said his
ferred stock of the company. The
Qoodall
has
been given a good deal of
stock has paid 5 per cent since 1901
original estimate for an oppropriation
of $20,00.) ' had been increased
to NO EXPRESS
AGREEMENT and last week at a meeting of the 2 OR 3 MILLIONS INVOLVED grief since the sewec.worki began. BURIAL
SHERMAN BREAKS TIE VOTE
n
Many people have discovered since
directors it was decided to defer
$"5,000 by the state department with-ou- t
WASJADE AT SEA
the alley has been closed that they
on the dividend until the bankers
his nowledge and that he later
INVESTIGATORS SEEKS TO LEARN
PRESIDENT OF UPPER BODY CAST learned the extra, $5,000 had been paid
could look into the road's financial PETITION ALLEGES PROMOTER'S need coaj and other articles that must BODY OF STRICKEN FOREIGNER
OF EXISTENCE OF
to Hale,
condition. ':Ti stock dropped from CORPORATIONS
OWE
MORE be hauled In on heavy wagons. It is
MAKING ADOPBALLOT,
PROMPTLY CAST OVERBOARD
621-621-almost Impossible for them to be ac-to
The
ZONES
when
dividend
on
the
served
subpoena
THAN $5,000,000
Secretary
TION POSSIBLE
BY OFFICERS OF VESSEL
Knox is returnable tomorrow.
The directors in a statement said
me mayor sueeests
cwimoaaiea.
unit people who realize the gang wIX'
Washington, June 13. 'Efforts to the dividend was passed to conserve
St. Louis, June 13. A receiver for
New York,
Washington, June 13. The introJune 13. The North
soon
cash
resourves
close the alleys back of their
and
insure
beyond all of the properties of E. G. Lewis at
discover
whether
TO ABOLISH EXPORT TAX
duction of the Canadian reciprocity
German
liner Berlin, which
Lloyd
homes or stores should make arrangeto meet its own
question the
hill wav delayed and the senate bus!
El Paso, Tex., June 13. The five zones have been established by the bond interest ability
Lniversity City, Mo., an injunction ments to
reached here today from Mediterran
and
the
on
have
all
guarantee
the heavy hauling ean
the representatives of the
ness program upset today, when an pesos export tax on cattle from Mex- American Sugar Refining company in bonds of
ports, reported at quarantine that
the Western Pacific railway, restraining
they are likely to need done before a
an effort to control prices, marked
of
syndicate
magazine
publishers
unexpected and lengthy debate was ico through insurrecto ports in northsteerage
passenger was taken ill
which
&
the
Rio
Denver
conis
wcik
Grande
begun on the ditch.
from exercising authority under the
started on a protest of Senator Bacon ern Mexico will be abolished Thurs- the resumption of the "Sugar "Trust" trols.
with cholera four days after leaving
Edwin F. Atkins, act
recent agreement taking over the
day. This will be at great relief to inquiry today.
against the vote of
Naples and died thirty hours later.
'of
the
head
sugar corporation, deing
and a foreclosure on all
This is the first cholera case reported
Sherman, who laBt night broke a tie American cattlemen, as this tax made
on an incoming ship for many months.
and adopted the Bristow amendment exportations at a prohibitive profit. clared that the American Sugar Re
improved property of the University OIL EXPLOSION
fining company Owned much stock in COST OF L
to the resolution providing for direct
The Berlin left Genoa June 1, Na
Heights Realty & Development com
sugar refineries in California and that
election of senators.
pany, are sought by two suits filed toples the next day and Gibraltar June
it did not attempt to compete with
The senate last night by a vote of NO SUCH THING
Four days after leaving Naples
FATAL TO FIVE
day in the United States circuit court.
them. He gave as the reason for this
64 to 24 adopted a resolution, amend
Russo Bragio, a steerage passenger
The properties are valued, it is said,
ROSE
PERCENT
abandonment of the coast business the
from Calibria, was taken suddenly ill
at between, $2,000,000 and $3,000,000.
ing the federal constitution to provide
cent
senfor the election of United States
AS STEEL TRUST afreight rateon difference of a half from
The suit for a receiver was filed by FIRE IN A CHEMICAL WORKS AT and for thirty hours suffered violent
sugar transported
pound
ators by direct popular vote. The
cramps and other symptoms of chol
twenty-thre- e
KANSAS
CITY
creditors.
DEMAGNATE
Charges, are
ALBANY, N. Y., SPREAD TO
the eastern refineries.
This, he inera. Braggio died June 7 and was
Bristow amendment giving the fedmade
Mr.
com
Lewis
and
his
against
CLARES THAT SUPPLY AND DESTORAGE TANK
sisted, was the principal reason for
eral government supervision in such FORMER
immediately buried at sea.
the
in
creditors
by
panies
their
peti
MAND CONTROLLED
the failure of competition.
PRICE
At quarantine a bacteriological ex--'
elections was adopted by a tie vote,
tions. It is represented that all of the
SAYS AGREE
Replying to Congressman Baker of
Albany,' June 13. Fire, which de& amination of cultures was at once
the president of the senate casting the
Lewis cvorporations are insolvent
Kansas City, June 13. That the and
California, Mr. Atkins said the price
MENTS ENDED IN 1901
froyed the building of the Albany begun. The Berlin was thoroughly
deciding vote in the affirmative.
that their aggregate indebtedness Chemdeal
of sugar was the same on the Pacific cost of
Works in the South end of disinfected. All of the 836 steerage
cited
were
Extensive precedents
producing yellow pine lumber amounts to more than $5,000,000. The
and the Atlantic coasts but the Pacific
against and in support of the
Washington, June 13. The asser
increased 88 per cent from 1898 to allegation also is made that Lewis the city this afternoon, reached one passengers will be removed to Hoffof the tanks of the Texas Oil
action. Senator Penrose, tion that the formation of the United manufacturers are able to sell as far 1908 and that the
company man Island and probably by tomorsupply and demand and his wife have left St. Louis and nearby, and caused a fearful
east as Chicago while the eastern reIn charge of the reciprocity matter,
explos- row morning all the 375 cabin pas
States Steel corporation in 1901 had fineries cannot ship- further west than and not the "Blue Book" or price list that Lewis is now enraged in the ion. Five
op six persons are believe sengers on the steamer will be re
sought to hold the debate long enough
of
work
women
to become to have been Wiled In the
inducing
issued by the Yellow Pine ManufacDr. Doty,
to report the bill, but had not suc- put an end to agreements in the steel Kansas City and Omaha.
explosion leased from quarantine.
"The reason ie that the Pacltfc turers' association,, controlled the members of the American Women's The fire at 8 o'clock was reported un health commissioner at quarantine
ceeded up to a late hour this after- industry was made by James Gayley,
League.
der controt
says he has no fear the contagion
former
of the corporanoon.
price, was the assertion of Charles
I
It Is charged that ruin, destruction
will get a foothold.'
tion, today to the house "Steel TruBt"
S. Keith, president of the Central and death have followed in the wake
PANIC CAUSED BY
investigating committee.
IMPORTANT ELKS' MEETING.
Coal and Coke company of this city
Mr.
of
conditions
Gayley, in telling
Of great interest to every member HYGIENE SUBJECT J)F
KNOX CALLED ON
on the witness stand todav at the
existing before that date denied that
LIGHTNING BOLT bearing of the state's ouster suit TWO SALOONS IN
of the lodge will be the meeting of
combination or agreements existed In
the Elks tonight. The building comEXTENDED DISCUSSION
EXPLANATION
FOR
against the alleged "Lumber Trust."
the steel trade (today. Although at
which
mittee,
been
has
CIIICAGOJYNAilHTED
considering
Mr.
Keith said that while his com
PERSONS
first opposed to the plan, he now OVER A THOUSAND
the merits of four sets of plans for
a member of the Yellow
was
the
understand
WHEN
EXITS
FOR
DASHED
pany
thoroughly
approved
MUST
STATE
OF
SECRETARY
the new club home, will likely be CONFERENCE OF CHARITIES AND
OCCURRED
SIMUL
ings reached between steel manufac
Pine Manufacturers' association, there EXPLOSIONS
CHURCH WAS STRUCK
CORRECTION
AT
BOSTON
TELL WHAT HE KNOWS ABOUT
ready to announce its selection and
turers at the conference dinners in
TANEOUSLY
WITHIN
FOUR
was no agreement to regulate or conthe plans for the inspection of
display
IT THOROUGHLY
TREATS
A $5,000 VOUCHER
augurated by E. H. Gary, head of the
BLOCKS OF EACH OTHER
th Elks. Following the adoption of
Highstone, N. J., June 13. The first trol the prices of yellow pine or to
corporation. Mr. Gayley said that
Pedthe plans It will not require long to
commencement
at
of
week
day
Misin
limit
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state
of
13.
A
Boston, June 13. "Occupational HyJune
competition
subpoena
Washington,
prior to 1901, there were agreements
13.
advertise
Two
for bids and let the contract
June
were
bombs
Chicago,
dle
a
Institute,
Baptist preparatory souri. He said the only curtailment
was the subject of an address
for Secretary of State Knox to appear by which manufacturers were appor
giene,"
exploded simultaneously early today for the. construction of the building. In
school here, came near ending trag- of output recommended
by the asso on the 'South side, within four blocks less than two months
by Dr. Alice Hamilton of Hull House,
and explain the payment to Frederick tioned certain shares of the steel busithe contractor
ness and those who failed to get their ically last night when lightning struck ciation was in 1904.
of one another. Each bomb was ex
tiould be at work. A big bunch of Chicago, at the sectional meeting of
Hale, a son of former Senator Eushare
were
alloted
care
taken
of
with
the steeple of the Baptist church,
Mr. Keith said his company some ploded in a saloon owned by an Ital
pplications for membership will he the national conference of charities
gene Hale, of $5,000 from the Canadportion of the general profits.
a
more
than
where
ian
thousand
and
were
the
believe
depersonB
times
police
curtails
state
its
they
of
the
fund
eported
upon tonight and many new aDd correcUon in Kingsley hall tcp
producian boundary
arbitrarily
off
set
of
members
the Black Hand pplications are expected to come in. day. Delegates at a section meedng In
were crowded together to hear the tion of lumber without consulting rep
by
partment, was issued today by the
in
a
scheme. If the proper dispensation from the Chapman hall discussed the question
in
COLD
AT
furthering
blackmailing
on
ALBUQUERQUE
house committee
expenditures
annual orations of the graduating resentatives of other lumber interests
Windows were broken for many
and lodge can be otbained the of stale supervision of charities. Other
Albuquerque, June 13. Overcoats class.
the state department. The money was
because of business policy or the phy locks
around
and
several
on
sole
Klks
coats
the
and rain
persons
made their appear
said to have been paid
may Initiate an immense class forenoon nieetings considered the wayA panic resulted when
the bolt sical conditions under which the lum were
on
slightly
ance
on
injured.
K."
Mr.
when
Knox's
''O.
the
of
temperature
today
July 4, following the ceremonies ward child of rural communities; specauthority
struck and shattered the 200 foot ber is produced.
with a big banquet in the evening for ial types of church work in social rea piece of paper attached to an un- dropped and a cold rain began falling.
"Tie nights make heavy bed clothes steeple and sent it crashing to the
SONS OF THE REVOLUTION
form; remedial loan agencies for famthe new brothers.
signed voucher.
There undoubtedly are many per
PRISONERS ARE FREED
ily rehabilitation, the training of soThe disclosure as to the Hale pay- comfortable. Rain is falling through- earth. Instantly every light In the
13.
All
cial workers and the different phases
sons
June
sur
out
the
of
of
middle
Mex
one
a
series
in
was
New
Las
and
northern
are
Chihuahua,
ment
but
politi
living
Vegas who
building was extinguished and the upof
cal
in
the
to
and
to
ico,
committee
New
before
here,
in
the
housing problems.
penitentiary
prisoners
great
good
crops
the
today.
doing
eligible
membership
prises
per part of the structure caught fire
ROYALISTS MOVE ON
fourteen Americans and two Mexico society of the Sons of the
including
Thomas Morrison, disbursing clerk of ranges.
in a dozen places.
Germas, captured in the battle of American Revolution.
the state department, said the missing
GOULDS BUY I. G. AND N.
The panic, which might have result- Casas Grandes, were liberated last
PORTUGAL
FRONTIER Palestine, Tex., June 13. A comvoucher for $2,450 drawn in payment
George S. Klock of Albuquerque, pre
RAINS PLAY HAVOC
ed in the death of many, was over- night. All the prisoners of war will sident of the
society, is anxious that
mittee, said to represent the Gould income by the
orchestra be paid from the time of their en the membership be increased to such
EXILED OFFICERS TO SPAIN.
GOVERNMENT
RUSHES TROOPS terests, purchased the- International
IN NORTHERN MEXICO leader, who directed his men to strike listment. General Orozco, with 1,000 an extent that subordinate chapters
and Great Northern Railroad at a re
Loo Angeles, June 13. Senor Redo,
TO
BORDER
TO REPEL
men, is reported coming from Sauz, may be organized throughout the terup "The Star Spangled Banner," in
ceivership sale here today. The road
deposed governor of Slnalota, Mex.,
to
enter
miles
the city ritory. At present the society has
away,
THREATENED INVASION
twenty
was
for $12,645,000.
sold
The
the
darkness.
effect
maga
and
brother
his
end
party, Including
RAILROAD TRAFFIC
SERIOUSLY
today, when it is expected the men only one or two members In Las
of
ical
outrush
audience
the
the
Bister, will leave here today for New
and
and
rebel
will
off
the
be paid
army Vegas.
INTERRUPTED BY WASHThose who are interested
Lisbon, Portugal, June 13. Captain
York, ' whence they will sail for
was stemmed.
disbanded.
STRIKE BEGINS JUNE 14.
should
Mr.
or
the royalist leader, is rewrite
W.
Couceiero,
Klock
Frank
OUT
ING
OF
BRIDGES
"
'Spain.
Fifty women fainted or collapsed
Southampton, England, June 13.
Clancy of Albuquerque, registar of ported to be again preparing to cross
the society. In conjunction with Lew the Portugal frontier. Colonel Bar-rel- The long threatened strike of the InRailroad before the Ushers could get the crowd
Chihuahua, Mex., June
GENERAL VIUOEN
do
Wallace chapter of the Daughters of
the minister of war, today or- ternational Seamen's union has been
traffic in northern Mex'co; reached out of ihe building, however,-anTORNADO LEAVES
In
dered
were
and
the
ens
bruised
Jam
the
American
hurt
the Fifth and Sixth .regiments definitely fixed to commonce tomor
New
Revolution, the
through El Paso, is threatened to be
.
to
exits.
Mexico
the
will
celebrate
Casodoes,
the Fifteenth regiment, row.
revothrough
society
Day
worse
Flag
than during the
tied up
in Albuquerque with a reception and with Maxim guns, to Braga, the
ITS WAKE lution. Many temporary bridges built
Eights
patriotio program tomorrow evening. cavalry and the Fourteenth infantry
to replace those destroyed by the
i
PROTECTING FOREIGNERS
to Villa Real, all fully equipped. The MOTHER, DAUGTDER
WAR HERO TO LEAD EXrevolutionists have been washed away
Cananea, Sonora, Mex., June 13.
N. Y.. TWISTER
AT EARVILLE,
northern and southern frontiers are
PROCTOR KNOTT DYING.
by heavy rains. It is not believed Conditions in this section of Sonora PEDITION AGAINST SOCIALISTS
lined with troops at strategic points,
comAND SISTER DROWN
13.
SWEPT PATH MILE WIDE AND
can
construction
June
Former
be
permanent
Lebanon, Ky.,
IN LOWER CALIFORNIA
are improving under insurrecto rule
Governor J. Proctor Knott is critically while gunboats are moving in the rivFOUR MILES IN LENGTH
pleted during the rainy season, which and the government is making every efhas just set in. A train filled with fort to
ill at his home near here. Weakened ers. Minister Barrelo declares that if
protect American interests.
El Paso, Tex., June 13. The expeTRIPLE TRAGEDY. RESULTS IN
was
Americans
held
washouts
by
up
Some complaints come in, however, dition to Lower California against by a! stroke of paralysis a few months the royalists enter the country they
Utlca, N. Y., June 13. A tornado
24
TEXAS WHEN TWO WOMEN
will
an
insurrecto
be annihilated.
camp for over
Aisited the town of Earville near here it
of minor outrages in the smaller set- the Magoonists, operating there in de- ago, he is threatened by pneumonia.'
hours.
old.
82
He
An
ATTEMPTS TO SAVE CHILD
is
.
official decree issued today con-years
nearly
last night. It unroofed the Riverside
tlements. Ten Americans who left fiance of Madero and the general gov'
to
voes
are
the
rails
persons
constitution
Twenty
cars
lifted
two
on
reported
from
the
on
Cananea
weeks ago
business ernment, has been delayed again, this
hotel,
freight
assembly
June 19, when the deputies whose
TO PROMOTE GOOD ROADS.
and hurled them many rods away into have been drowned by the washing connected with an America compay Urne waiting for artillery. General
San Antonio, Tex., June "13;- - Mrs,
Winston-Salem- ,
N. C, June 13. The seats have not been contested, will Lottie Mosh, her daughter and her
the Chenango river, blew down five away of Santa Eulalia, a village H returned, today, declaring that the had B. J. Viljoen, military adviser of Mahundred trees and wiped out a half miles to the east of Chihuahua, foV been harrassed constantly. Officials dero, who is to be in charge of the annual convention of the North Car- pioclaim the republic of Portugal. On sister, Jennie Ellis, were drowned in
dozen barns and sheds. There was no lowing heavy rains which lasted near attribute
met the following day the provisional gov- a creek, near Banders Tex.,
conditions expedition, wired Madero today that olina Good Roads association
yesloss of life. The tornado, which last ly all night and caused the Chuvlscai !n the 'smaller towns to discontent he would only undertake the expedi- here today and will continue in ses- ernment, will resign, but it is prob- terday, while the two first, named
'
ed- only a few seconds,
swept bare a river to overflow. The telegrapl on the part of the discharged soldiers tion if supplied with field pieces. Un- sion over tomorrow. , Nearly, every able that its officers will be empower- were endeavoring to rescue the Ellis
a
about
wide
mile
this
between
wires
miles
and
four
path
city and Santt who have not yet settled down to the til these arrive, he says, he will not county of the state has sent delegates ed to act untl the new government girl, who had got beyond her depth
In length. .
Eulalia are down.
sober pursuits of peace.
to the gathering.
has been regularly established.
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,
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go.
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For Your Baby's Sake

desirable step the country over. It insures a thorough examination by cx- 1
mlnera who are familiar with local
conditions and have proved the most
effectual check to the guaranty of
$
deposits idea. The Walsh crash In
Go-L-a- rt.
Chicago brought the Clearing House
Senator Joseph W. Bailey of Texas
association to adopt the plan which
Co me in
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We have in stock a full line of ew niodek
had been urged upon the associatijn
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he will be a candidate for
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of the National
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Governor
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Th WAGNER opens or closes automatically
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Marshall for the presidential nomi
on simp"
REQUIRE ON AN AVERAGE
MATING $563,440,000 PAID BY
BY DELEGATES REPRESENTit became necessary to take
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Chicago, June 13. The most flag: ended. At the annual meeting of ths
New York, June 13. Life insurance
cart cannot
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Philadelphia. June 13 Baptists are
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seat
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a
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district are urging him
In possession of Philadelphia today, organizations of the United States
violator of Uncle Sam's anti-pas- s
The safety brake
backward.
clearing house in January, 1906, Mr.
tip
for mayor of Philadelphia. rant
candidate
law is Uncle Sam himself, whose Fenton stated that he had come to the
They fill railway stations, hotelB, and Canada distributed $563,440,000 in
holds the cart anywhere when left
of Connecti
first
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Norwich,
city
cars.
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th
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a
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department
postoffice
computations
boarding
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Thousands of them are already here Insurance Press. The payments In cut to vote on the adoption
equivalent of 200,000 passes, accoi - tion for the appointment of a clear
has the attracNo other go-chas
of
T
commission
government,
plan
a Chi ing house examiner and in his re- QUICK FOLDING
init to Julius Kruttschnitt,
and thousands of others on their way the two countries to beneficiaries for
the WAGNER- of
tive
appearance
to attend the series of denominational death claims, matured endowments rejected the proposal by a majority cago director of maintenance and ot marks gave as one of the reasons
It is beautifully finished in every
387.
eratlon of the Harriman lines, "i'li why there should be such an examiner
conventions to be held m this city aud other benefits under the policies of
Built on graceful lines,
detail.
met
of
The
oostoffice department issues annual the fact that within ten years two
Kentucky
prohibitionists
during the remainder of this month, of
companies and the
in nickel and
finished
highly
and which promise to form one of the certificates of various life insurance at Lexington recently and nominated ly about six hundred traveling :om of the largest national banks in Chienamel, upholstered in best
sreatest religious gatherings ever organizations assessment and the a complete state- ticket, headed by missions to postoffice inspectors ana cago had been closed between Satur
quality leatherette.
Rev. J. D. Redd of Paintsvllle, as other postal officials, and reqmroa day and Monday, and the members of
held In America.
like amonnted to $381,440,000. The
The WAGNER has an
com
railroad companies to honor such
the association had a right to know
The first convention on the calen estimated total of the amounts paid candidate for governor.
frame no wobbly
el
It is said that Francis J. Heney, who missions for free transportation on whether any bank was in such a con
dar is the gathering of the Northern
wheels
no wood parts to
regular companies in dividends to
tj
on which ma'ls dition as to jeopardize the financial
Baptists, which had its formal open policyholders for surrender values, to was chief counsel in the graft pros all trains on all lines
and
split.
warp
ecutions In San Francisco, will be- are carried," he said. "In some caaes interests of Chicago. The resolution
ing today and will continue In ses- annuitants, and on claims in forel
insure
To
comfort, concome a candidate for UnitedStates these commissions are issued to gov passed and on May .11, 1906, a clear
sion until the end of the week. This countries was $182,000,000.
and strength'
venience,
style
ernment officials whose official duties ing house examiner was appointed,
Senator Perkins.
gathering embraces the annual meetSummation of life Insurance pay senator to succeed
are in no way connected with the and during the year 1907 the office rt
Loo!: for
Arthur Capper, publisher of the
ings of the American Baptist Home menu of all kinds In' 1910:
of mails on railroMs. the clearing
house examiner was
transportation
can
Mission society, the American Baptist Claims
his
announced
has
name
Capital,
the
and
United
States
in
the
paid
The railroads have no control whi't made available. Thus the machinery
Foreign Mission society, the American
$381,440,000 didacy for governor of Kansas on the ever over the issuance of these com- was
Canada
out
to
carry
already in operation
Baptist Publication society and the
republican ticket next year. Mr. Cap
for dividends
missons, and cannot even secure from the issuance of clearing house emerg
Women's Home and Foreign Mission Payments
in
leadersof
of
the
is
one
the
per
and for surrender valthe postoffice department a list f ency currency and in December, 1907,
on the
societies.
surgent element of his part.
annuitants
to
ues
and
the department holding that th3 in a letter to the Economist, refer
't
them,
front of
Next week the North American BapIf Governor Wilson of New Jersey list is confidential. These commis
ring "to the clearing house currency
tists will convene with delegates in and foreign policyhold
the cart.
the
for
is
nominated
president by
182,000,000
sions are frequently used for personal issued during the panic and the dis
ers (estimated..'.
attendance from all parts of the Unit
democrats next year it is thought travel In violation of the rulings o: cussion that followed on the question
ed States and Canada. Simultaneoushe interstate commerec commission of legalizing this currency, Mr. Fen
$563,440,000 likely that Colonel George Harvey,
Grand total
ly the Baptist World Alliance will
the New York editor and one of the The postoffice department in effi-cunder
ton said: "One of the chief advanpol
benefits
of
lines
all
named
Along
begin tts sessions. The last
and original Wilson boomers, will be se arbitrarily issues about six hundred tages of this clearing house currency
endowments
death
claims,
icies
repreattended
will
be
by
gathering
annual passes over every mail carry is that the collateral back of it is
of the looted to manage the campaign.
transactions
Baptists iMfiiniti ti
sentatives! of 20,000,000
Prof. Thomas Sterling, dean of the ing railroad in the United States, passed upon by the local bankers in
con
Insurance
companies
life
world.
regular
throughout the
under law school of the University of South which is equivalent to about "30,000 the city where it Is issued, and as in
Htumrl in Increase last year,
Dakota, has resigned his position in annual passes." Mr. Kruttachii'tt, In the case of the clearing house cur
that
prevailed
conditions
normal
the
to make the primary race for mentioning facts not generally krown rency In circulation in this city and
order
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WATROUS
New insurance for more than
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United
the
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written,
136&
of protection
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Robert
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the
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policy-accouthe
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OE A REAL
cost of transporting mails coald be banks, so that practically the assets
will expire in 1913.
insurance in force showed an increase
if the department would luok of the combined banks are behind it,
reduced
Speaker Champ Clark, Governor
or nearly $1,000,000,000.
"But for the postoffice fea It follows, of course, that the Issu
for
them.
and probably
CROP OUTLOOK IS EXCELLEN- TAmounts of claims paid by life in- Wilson of New Jersey
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garrison, has been badly scarred and
statute enacted last December to re ment parks of Chicago is one
a large chunk has been broken from
move the capital from Guthrie was of the Coney Island novelties of
MASTER PLUMBERS CONVENE.
NEW ARMY LIEUTENANTS.
it. Those who have seen it say that
'"thrillers" which each year get more
Galveston, Tex., June 13. Master unconstitutional.
the Normal would do well to bring it
West
Point, N. Y., June 13 The
K
Both - branches of the Wisconsin thrilling and risky. Coroner,
(Incoporated)
to Las Vegas immediately or a most Plumbers from every section of the
eighty-fiv- e
:
graduates of the class of
a
hill
man
the
departme-and
have
city building
passed
thousand legislature
several
States,
1911
of
United
interesting and valuable relic of his United
the
States
Military
suffrage to women. The are investigating tne manner oi rne
strong, are here for the annual con granting will
torical Importance will be lost.
the vot- death of a man on a new "ride." The Academy received their diplomas this
to
submitted
be
measure
of
Association
An automobile party from Valmora vention of the National
ers of the state for approval and if it report of the former Bald: "There morning from the hands of Major Gen
and Dealers In
ranch had an unpleasant experience Master Plumbers, which opened today receives the necessary vote it will go is a tendency for 'those riding in eral Leonard Wood, chief of staff, U.
four
here for
be
will
The
the
plumbers
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afternoon
the
WOOL.
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Sunday night
the cars to slide to the outside at th S. A. On the platform were gathered
Into effect two years hence. The
run was made to Fort Union, where days. Entertainment Is plentifully In
are preparing to curves. In order to do away with the army orricers, members of congress
organizations
several hours were spent collecting torspersed with the business sessions, wage a vigorous fight in its behalf.- - danger of accidents the manager and other distinguished people In mili
souvenirs and taing photographs, hut at which matters of trade interest will
BAIN WAGONS-RAC- INE
were directed to build cars with high tary and civil life.
when it came time for the return trip be discussed. . President George E
er inclosures." Each year the rid?
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD.
a tire burst and the party was forced Robinson of Austin, called the gather
are crowded in good weather for th
to
order.
Rochester, N. Y., Junue 13. The country over no city is so "parking' Foley'sin.Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
to remain amid the ghostly ruins of ing
ai.
ueorge, ironaale, Ala., was
SEVEN
Soverign camp," Woodmen, of the mad as Chicago.
One of the new bothered with kidney trouble for many
the old post until 11 o'clock at night
fraternal
World, one of the largest
PUBLISHERS MEET.
years. "I was persuaded to try Fol-lebefore repairs could he made.
amusements of 1911 is hurling haj
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M.
Kidney Remedy, and before tak
Louisville, Ky., June 13. Publish and beneficiary orders in America, balls at a target, which springs a trap,
Corona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
it
I
three
could
feel
beneits
days
ing
ers representing all the larger daily met here today in biennial session allowing a negro to fall from a con ficial effects. The
left
Trinidad, Colorado
my
pain
back,
newspapers from Virginia to Texas with hundreds of delegates in attend siderable height into a tub of water. my Kidney action cleared up, and
and from Missouri to Florida are ance. The convention will probably It is great sport.' The negro sits on am so much better. I do not hesitate
two a bar above the tank. The man who to recommend Foley Kidney Rem
gathering in Louisville for the ninth remain in session for ten days or
in plays the game purchases a number edy." O. G. Scahefer and Red Cross
establish
A
to
weeks.
proposal
annual convention of the Southern
Drug Co.
Publishers'
association Texas a tuberculosis sanitarium for of baseballs from the genial barker
Nc? young woman, In the Joy of Newspaper
order will be discuss and htrows at a target. If he hits
coming motherhood, should neglect The program prepared for the two members of the
to prepare her system for the phys days' session provides for the discus ed. Another matter to be acted upon the target down drops the bar ani
ical ordeal she is to undergo. The sion of a wide range of topics to- )s the proposition to erect an eighteen-stor- down plunges the negro into the tank
health of both she and' her coining gether with addresses by a number of
building in Omaha for the na- Fine business for everyone except the
child depends largely upon the care
neirro especially on cool nights. But
tional
of
headquarters of the
national
prominence.
CLEAN
she bestows upon herself during the speakers
HAS LASTING QUALITIES
the rides are probably the strongest
waiting months. Mother's Friend '
magnets. Some millions of people
ADDRESS BY AMBASSADOR.
prepares the expectant mother's syS'
seem to prefer to get a thrill by bein;
Made from distilled water
tern for the coming event, and its use
13.
111.,
June
Count
Chicago,
There is more Catarrh In this secmakes her comfortable during all the Johann Bernsdorff, German ambassa tion of the country than all other dis- shot down an inclined plane on
term. It works with and for nature,
eases put together, and until the last roaring, rattling car than to eat din
and by gradually expanding all tis- dor to the United States, was the few years was supposed to be- Incur- ner. One reason Is that the young
s man who
sues, muscles and tendons, involved, principal speaker today at the seven able. For a great many years
is out with his "girl" on
convention of the University
and scenic railway has to be a protector,
and keeping the breasts in good conPHONE 227 MAIN
pronounced it a local disease condition, brings the woman to the crisis cf Chicago, when nearly 200 degrees prescribed local remedies, and by
for the young lady becomes fright
treatlocal
cure
with
to
in splendid physical condition. The were conferred. The ambassador's stantly failing
ened when the car dashes into a tun
Scipronounced it Incurable.
baby too is more apt to be perfect and subject was "The Foundation of the ment,
ence has proved catarrh to be a con- nel, screams 'with fear and naturally,
where
the
mother
thus
has
strong
German Empire."
stitutional disease and therefore re- her sturdy cavalier places a protect
prepared herself for nature's supreme
quires constitutional treatment. Hall's ing arm about her waist and laugh
better
No
be
function.
advice could
manufactured by F. J.
Do
You
Have the Right Kind of Help? Catarrh Cure,
given a young expectant mother than
& Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the lightly and bravely at the perils of To
Cheney
and
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the only constitutional cure on the mar- the trip.
that she use Mother's Friend ; it is a
medicine that has proven its value in right kind of help to neutralize and ket. It is taken Internally in dopes
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drops to a teaspoonful. It
otn
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The
now
acts directly on the blood and muemr?
cases. Mother's
banking reform
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Company,
kidney and bladder ailments." O. G surfaces
of the system. They offer by half the banking power of the
Friend is sold at
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
It.
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in the Healthstores.
United States including the central OlITOBNIA
drug
fails to mre. Send for circulars and
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Write for free
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i-ANGThe uniform success that has 'at testimonials
H
book for expect
can Rockies,
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ant mothers which contains much Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy has ledo, Ohio
near La Veeas
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Take Hall's family Pills for const!
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Jake up to the coop and was to stand
watch while he got the fowls. W
told him we usually carried away at
least five 'chickens when we were
doing the stealing, which staggered TOTAL VALUE OF MINERAL PRO
OFFERINGS AT THE AFTERNOON
him for a minute, but he said he
DUCED IN 1910 AMOUNTED
MATINEE AND EVENING PERguesaed he could do anything that the
TO $337,097
FORMANCE OF OHLMEYER
rtst of us did, and he slipped into
the coop.
Washington, June 13. The total
Henry Ohlemyer and his famous
"He was doing good work, for 'he value
of the mica produced in the
band, which comes to the Duncan opwas quiet as a mouse, when our friend
United States In 1910, according 'to
era house tomorrow for two concerts,
the farmer, put In an appearance. In an advanct
chapter from "Mineral Re
an afternoon matinee and a night perfact, he and I talked a few minutes sources of the United States, 1910,"
formance, promises a musical treat
as to the best way to head Jake and
by Douglas U. Sterrett, Just issued by
seldom, placed within the reach of Las
he decided after what we had told the United States
geological survey,
Vegans. This accounts for the largo
him that Jake should take a big long amounted to $337,097, exceeding by
advance of seats for the concerts. Two
hike in the open country, as It .wouid
6,508 the value of the production
'
excellent programs have been ardo him good.
of 19U9, and was greater than in any
ranged as follows:
"At the alarm I opened the door and other year except 1907,' when it
yelled to Jake. He dropped his fowl3 amounted to $392,111. The production
AFTERNOON
PROGRAM.
and made for the door. The farmer of sheet mica amounted to 2,476,- with him.
Part 1, starting at 3:15 p. m.
was coming from the house and left 190 pounds, valued at $283,832, an in
scar
all
we
were
"Of course
nearly
1. Tobanl "Hungarian
Fantasia
down the lane crease of 666,608 pounds in quantity
ed to death I guess not and tnen ana Jake only the path
as a race and of $49,350 in value as compared
on Hungarian Melodies.
out
and
into
the
country
there we decided we would make
2. Hartman
"Arbucklenian'
hot for Jake and his ideas. He course. The farmer fired and Jake with the output of 1909. The pro
.Polka for Cornet carried his freshness into the class went down the path so fast we could duction of scrap mica amounted to
S. Waldteufel "Tres Jolie
Valse room and would chirp up and ask a hardly see ,him, yelling at the top of 4,063 tons, valued at $53,265, a dean
4. Dessauer "Sevilla". . .Soprano solo
ruestion about some subject that had his voice and begging the farmer not crease of 25 tons in quantity and
comas
to
In
shoot.
Increase
f. Hoschna "Madam Sherry"......
of
value,
$7,218
been passed for five or ten minutes.
We all stood around before we pared with 1909.
..On. themes from the Comic Opera Then again he went without a hat,
started
Intermission.
back, when someone suggested
The production came from seven
and that always made us feel sore, so
we
as
out
the
the
walk
better
.North Carolina, South Carolane,
Btates
Overture we thought first of taking Jake out
Wettge "Mysora"
t'o death
7. Gounod "Spring Song"
lina, South Dakota, New Hampshire,
for a, real good hazing, but later on kid might have run himself
too. We Colorado, New Mexico and Massachu
Fluegel Horn decided we thought It would be bet- and it was lucky we did,
5. Wilson "Carmena" Euphonium solo ter to make him feel cheap for his walked more than a mile from the setts named in the order of the value
and there, lying in the lane of their output.
8. Mayer "Comic Opera Airs"
display of firearms and his altogether house,
his
breath
coming In short gasps, was
Mica in both sheet and ground form
Xylophone solo too fresh Ideas.
of the West.' He was so is used in large quantities.
the
'terror
Sheet
TO. Boccalori "The Dance
of the
"We had an old farmer that we
could scarcely talk when we mica is used for
chimneys,
Serpents"
Descriptive piece used in our little game, and I'll wager weak he
reached him. We bathed his face for lamp shades, and for glazing and
he Is still baiting the game for stuwith water and half carried him back is punched into disks and washers or
EVENING PROGRAM.
dents if he Is alive.
to town in a round-abou- t
way.
cut by shears either hand or power
Part 1. Starting at 8:15.
"Our scheme was to rob a hen
cried
all
the
and
home
"Jake
way
into patterns for use in stoves and
1. Strauss "The Chocolate Soldier"
roost (the farmer's hen roost) and we showed us
that he was the biggest electrical apparatus. The electrical
Airs from the Comic Opera.
always allowed the victim the honor baby we had ever known. We left
industry consumes by far the great2. Clarke "Waltz Brilliante". .
of stealing the birds, while we watch- him
in a ramshackle old barn in the est part of the sheet mica produced
Cornet solo ed. Whi'e we were watching Mr. outskirts of town and told him
that The mica serves as a perfect insulator
3. Manney "I Love and the World
irmer would come out, eaten our the farmer knew him and be had bet- in dynamos, motors, Induction ap
Is Mine"
....Soprano solo victim in the joke and with an old ter stay there until morning. He was paratus, switchoards, etc.
4. Matt 'Rural Scenes"
Suite rusty fowling piece would nearly so afraid he wouldn't
stay alone In the
A large quantity of scrap mica
5. Schmidt "Old Friends Medley"..
scare the life out of the chap in the barn until we
him In and clos- that is, mica too small to be cut into
pushed
. ,
Xylophone coop.
ed the door, telling him that he had sheets and the waste from the manu(
Intermission.
"It took several days before we got to stay there and one of us would
facture of sheet mica is ground and
6. Thomas "A Midsummer Night's
friedly enough with Jake to let him watch outside. He moaned himself to used in many ways. Among these are
Dream"
Overture in on the game, but when we pro- sleep and next morning he came the manufacture of wall papers, lub7. Ziehrer "Vienna Songs and
posed It he fell like a sucker. He stTaggling in with the most wobegone ricants, and fancy paints and of mold'
Dances"
Fluegel Horn solo made sport of the tame sort of game look you ever saw.
ed mica for electrical insulation.
8 Cox "Sweet Birdie". . .Piccolo solo we had to content ourselves with and
"He was so meek after that that he Ground mica applied to wall papers
s
9.
told us of big things they used to do wouldn't even smoke a
"Grand Fantasia on
pipeful of to- gives them, a silvery luster. When
in the West,
Melodies of Rlgoletto"
bacco without asking one of our fel- mixed with grease or oils finely
Euphonium sola
"We started out to the farmer's lows if it was all right, and as we used ground mica forms an excellent lub10. Kretschner "Die Folkunger". . . .
place about half mile from the ath- to say, he ate out of our hand and we ricant for axles and other bearings.
Vorspiel letic field, with Jake well In front A made the eating so hard that Jake, Mixed with shellac or special comBesides Henry Ohlmeyer, conductor, short distance from the house we stop- with all of his wild and wooly Ideas, positions, ground mica is molded into
and Charles R. Stickney, assistant ped and made our plans. I went with pulled up stakes and went home."
forms and used in trolley wire and
'
other insulators. ' Coarsely ground or
conductor, the Ohlmeyer band In"hzran" mica Is need to coat the sup
cludes the following soloists: Miss
POLICE CHIEFS MEET.
Warning to Railroad Men
face of composition roofing material
Blanche Lyons, soprano; John Hughes,
June 13. The
Rochester N. Y
11
S.
E.
Bast tit., Bath Me.,
Bacon,
cornet; Franz Helle, Fluegel horn; eighteenth annual convention of the sends out this warning to railroaders: to prevent the tar or other composi
G.
on
Otto H. Jacobs, euphonium; James
the railroad, my tion used in 4ts manufacture from
International of Chiefs of Police met "A conductor a
chronic inflammation sticking when the material is rolled
work caused
Seebold, piccolo; Henry Mayer, Jr., in this city today and will remain in of
the kidneys, and I was miserable for shipping.
Xylophone.
session five days, with Major Richard and all played out A friend advised
Mica occurs in rough crystals and
Sylvester of Washington, D. C, pre- Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
which range in size from a
to
I
blocks,
commenced
I
began
them,
taking
There is one medicine that eeery siding. Chiefs of police to the numinflammaThe
my
of an inch to several
fraction
strength.
small
regain
fnmily should be provided with and ber of about 300, representing metrotion cleared and I am far better than feet across. A crystal found in the
especially during the summer months;
viz. Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and politan cities throughout the United I have been for twenty years. The Iotla Bridge kaolin and mica mine in
spells are a thing
Diarrhoea Remedy. It Is almost cer States and Canada, are in attendance. weakness and dizzy
meastain to be needed. It costs but a quar Several foreign cities have also sent of the past and I highly recommend Macon county, N. C, in 1907,
Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Scahefer ured about 29 by 36 inches across and
ter. Can you afford to be without it?
and Red Cross Drug Co.
delegates to the convention.
was 4 feet thick. The rough blocks
For sale by all druggists.
as obtained from the mines generally
yield only a small percentage of trim
med sheet mica, 10 per cent being a
very high yield, the rest of the product is suitable only for grinding.

BANDCC INCERTS

Hazing is not what It 'Vised to be."
a University of Illinois professor said
recently, in an Interview in the Chi
cago News.
"During my days In school such
tricks as ducklings, hair cuts and the
like were only play for girls. True
haz'ng has reached a decided extreme
since then, but we had more real fun
than they do now by far.
"A wild sort of young fellow came
into our little Ohio university from
Globe, Ariz. We will call him Jake,
as he insisted on a monaker almost as
Vnd, and, of course, we accommodated
him Jake was 'bad medicine for sure
and besides 'toting a gun assured several of the fellows who had been
quizzing him that he would use it if
we ever attempted to pull off anything

OFJCA

Pot-pou-
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WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.

He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness f

It

Always Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

gas-lam- p

....

Verdi-Jacob-

S 1

CALIFORNIA MS
I

S;cxn

Francisco

ON S A L E June s

L 12 13 14 1S
16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21 and 22.
FINAL LIMIT, SEPTEMBER 15, 1911

LOS ANGELES or
SAN DIEGO

NORTHWEST
One Way, Via

$62.50

Portland or Seattle
or

the reBoat or Rail from San Francisco
verse. Meals and sleeper free while at sea

LOS ANGELES

One way via Den-

ASTORIA

AND

PORTLAND, ORE.

OR

ver direct or
Denver and San
Francisco

SAN DIEGO

$55.50

orTACOMA,
WASH.

direct or via
Los Angeles returning via
Ogden and Denver

$55.50

Via Denver and

For the Round Trip
Tickets on Sale June 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22
RETURN

TICKETS ARE FIRST CLASS

LIMIT SEPTEMBER 15, 1911

Billings

$55.50

GOOD FOR STOPOVERS IN EITHER DIRECTION

Given at Ticket Office.
Further Particulars Cheerfully

'"1

Salt Lake

or Denver and

FINAL

CHICAGOANS

TO BOSTON.

Chicago, June 13. A delegation of
150 members of the Chicago Associa
tion of Commerce, accompanied by
the governors of several of the Miss
issippi Valley states, left today on a
trip to Boston to repay the visit made
to Chicago last year by members ol
the Boston Chamber of Commerce.
FORESTERS AT ERIE.
Erie, Pa., June 13. Erie is enter
taining for two days the annual district convention of the Catholic OrSeveral hundred
der of Foresters.
delegates from various points in
Pennsylvania and Ohio are in attend
ance.

D. L. BATCHELOR,

Agent.

It is vorse than useless to take any

medicine Internally for muscular or
chronic rheumatism. All that is need
ed is a free application of Chamber
lain's Liniment For sale by all druggists.
The woman of today who has good
health, good temper, good sense.
bright eyer and a lovely complexion,
the result of correct living and good
digestion, wins the admiration of the
world.
If your digestion is faulty
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab
lets will correct it. For sale by all
druggists.
Foley Kidney Pills are a true

medi-

cine. They are hea'ing, strengthening, antiseptic and tonic They act
and Red
quickly. O. G. Schaefer
Cross Drug Co.

"Why are you breaking up

house-

keeping?"
"My wife's florist says she'll hav
to take the rubber plant to a different
climate." Pittsburg Post

9

wait

:
V

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

Foley Kidney Pills take hold of your
system and help you to rid yourself of
your dragging backache, dull headache,' nervousness, impaired eyesight,
and of all the lite resulting from the
impaired action of your kidneys and
Diaaaer. Remember it Is Foley Kid
O. O. Sctoae- ney Pills that do this.
rer ana Red Cross Drug Co.

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

O

0

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.

h

a
walk across the room," says Mrs.
Powell, of Dry Ridge, "before I
tried Cardui. I was so poorly, I was
almost dead. Now, I can walk four
miles and do my work with much
more ease. I pralae Cardui for my
wonderful cure." Cardui Is successful in benefiting sick women,
because it Is composed of ingredients,
that act specifically on the womanly
constitution,
headache,
relieving
backache, Irregularity, misery and
distress. Only a good medicine could
ahow such continual increase In popularity as Cardui has, for the past 50
years. Try Cardui, the woman's

0

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

CONCLAVE OF TEMPLARS.
Saginaw, Mich., June 13. Visitors
from all over the state were on hand
today at the opening of the fifty-fiftannual conclave of the Knights Templar of Michigan. The initial session
of the grand commandery this afternoon was proceeded in the morning
by a big parade of the visiting knights
The proceedings of the gathering will
continue until Friday.
MRS. POWELL ALMOST DEAD
Dry Ridge, Ky. "I could hardly

JolWU
3

i

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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Ly-dl-

MATINEE

EVERETT,
SEATTLE,

SAN FRANCISCO

I

ILLINOIS VETERANS.
Joliet, 111., June 13. Gayly decorated in patriotic colors, Joilet extended
a hearty welcome today to the thou
sands of veterans and other visitors
an
gathered her for the forty-fiftnual encampment of the Grand Army
of the Republic, department of Illinois.
Today was devoted largely to the business Of the encampment. Tomorrow,
which will be flag day, has been appropriately selected as the day foi
the big parade. Governor Deneen,
Commander-in-Chie- f
John C. Gilman
of Boston, and other notables are ex
pected here to review the procession.

AND NIGHT

Continuous Advertising
WHAT makes your name familiar and
ISidentifies
it with your business. Continuous-nev- er
turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not looking.
J If you advertise occasionally, somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.

OPERA HOUSE
LAS VEGAS. NEW MEXICO.

JUNE I4th

MATINEE

I

AND NIGHT

I

JUNE 14th

m Eoronado Band
Oi)ta eyertZwzitb
Season

Vim, Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke
Direct

'

Vim, Vibration and Sparkle

here from Philadelphia, Willow Grove

Park-Greate- st

--

at Every Stroke

The

Amusement Park in America

NOTE ITS
GREAT SOLOISTS

MISS BLANCHE LYONS

FRANK HELLE
JOHN HUGHES
OTTO H. JACOBS
JAMES E. SEEBOLD
HENRY MAYER

Soprano
World's Fluegel Horn Soloist
Cornet Virtuoso
Belgium Euphonium Soloist
Piccolo Soloist
Xyophone Soloist

k.

V
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force home Itself upoa'yoTIn unfor
...-.-.- gettable form! .
The United States would have ceas
ed to exist more tbaa half ..cen"" ' !
" '. .""-tury a go.
Or, admitting that H might have
till now, it would be so cut up
by favoritism, factions, sectional prjyi-legepersonal cliques, protected criminals and general corruption ' as to
have become a place where no deoent
person could afford to live,'i even
hough that person might be . sufficiently patriotic to wish to flo bo. ',
There can be no strength until
weakness has been taken away. There can be no weakness where
"
.strength abides.
And constitutional strength is the
strength that Is basic.
Without It, man or commonwealth
Is helpless.
' '
With it, man and commonwealth
imssess the principal weapon of suc"

-

(inOOBPOBATCO)

s,

M. M. PADGETT

U

EDITOR

-- '

ac the Postofflee at East
; Entered
Lab Vegaa, New Mexico, for transmission through the United States Mails
a second class matter.
--

Per

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
DAILY BY CARRIER
Copy

One Week
One Month
Oue Year

;

05
15
65

17.60

DAILY
.'

One Year
Six Months

BY MAIL

;.:

1

$6.00

3.03
cess.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND 'STOCK
So, let us lend ourselves tp' the
GROWER v
task of silencing the vultures who
2.00
One Tear
,
would feast off the carcaBs of the
X.00
Month
state that they had slain, and let us
(Cash In Advance for Mall
ptand forth for strength, integrity,
Subscriptions.)
healthful life and success for New
Remit by draft, check or money Mexico!
will
we
not
order. If sent otherwise
The constitution that IS NOT TOO
Oe responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application. EASY TO AMEND!
L
ALL tAftm DISCONTINUED AT
TIIKC03IMEUCIAL HORIZON
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR.
Like the brilliant rays of the risSubscribers desiring address changed please state both the old and the ing sun there also appears out of the
new address.
east a bright light on the commercial
the horizon, born out of the government
Advertisers are guaranteed
largeBt daily and weekly circulation crop report and the subsequent effect
ot any newspaper in Northeastern on the stock market and In financial
New Mexico.
,
,
circles.
'J' , .
While not quite so optimistic as
TUESDAY. JUNE 13, 1911.
earlier estimates, the crop report was
sufficiently encouraging to set the
AN "EASY" CONSTITUTION
country pulsating with expectation
and satisfaction with the outlook, and
When you wish to express your
that a man Is physically capable th activities in the market, the commercial barometer, brought double asof great endurance and would not
to disease, what words surance.
Reports from the i northwest' were
do you employ
the
directing influences which gave
constitua
. You say he has
"strong
strength to the market.- - While total
tion."
figures showed increased acreage, jit
n
If you go before an examining
was principally the , northwest t tijat
"conand he tells you that your
pave the reading indicated increased
stitution is strong," you go about your yield, and it is sufficient to overcome
daily occupation with a free and easy any offset before the actual yield will
mind, for you know that your health he reduced to even
lasfMyear's level.
is guaranteed by the best insurance It was on this bright
prospect largely,
to
have.
that it is possible
that new high records were made in
the
THkt
if. nn (the other hand,
the stock market the past, couple of
physician should tell you that your weeks, both in grains and the indus
'
constitution was weak and that It was trials.
varyunder
to
slightly
Action by both the banks and the
change
subject
ing conditions, you would feel that railroads is indicative of prosperous
your health was in grave danger and conditions and has buoyed up the opyou would worry, therefore, he in- timistic feeling. The crop prospects
capable of the concentrated effort have justified the financial Interests
that is necessary for successful ac- in taking a bullish position in the
securities
market.
complishment.
railroads
The,
There is little difference, in this must spend considerable on improveregard, between the man and the ments to be able to take care of a
commonwealth. And what difference largely incerased tonnage. Announce
ments of proposed extensive improve
there is is in favor of the- man.
.
Jones and those who join ments by some of the big" systems
with him in the effort to mould the have been made within the past cou
laws of New Mexico so that these ple of weeks. Large orders for rails
laws will best suit their own Interests have been placed by some roads.
tell you that the constitution that These orders, together with the achas been prepared for the state of tivity in the general steel industry
New Mexico is too hard of amend- following the cut in prices, have re
ment. They ,tell you though they do suited in several furnaces in the Pitts.'
not mean that you shall understand burg district which have been idld
it that way that the constitution for some time being started up.
And thus we see all interests which
"has too much backbone." In other
i6f-th"country
words, it is too good to suit their reflect the conditions
the
at
working
convenience.
present time toward
Do the people of New Mexico want the one end prosperity
o
a constitution that can he changed to
suit the personal convenience of whatTRUTH AND FICTION
ever corporation gains the ascendThere have been many thrilling
ancy in political power in- - the state.
Do the people of New Mexico want dramas written around the "bar sina constitution that can be moulded ister," but none that surpassed in the
to advance or perpetuate the power crushing tragedy, of its action" the
y
of whatever political hoes happens to real
reported from St.
Louis, where the black pall of social
fain the reins of power
Do the ptople of New Mexico want annihilation has fallen over an en
con tire family through the discovery that
a wishy-washstitution that will stand for nothing a strain of negro blood runs in the
and will leave the administration of veins of persons who have passed as
state affairs, the formation of the whites "for years. A somewhat simi
very laws themselves, to sag wholly lar case was reported from Chicago
to whatever political side should win a year or so ago, but this affair;
which involves all the pitiless fatal
in an election?
Or do the people of New Mexico ism of an old Greek tragedy, has mul
want a constitution that is strong and tiplied horrors which seem impervi
plainspoken, one which means what ous to protests against race pre ju- it says and which will coutiaue to dioe because the granting of the-approtect the people and the people's peal' would involve all ieonerned in
interests no matter what boss may even 'gtearer disasters thaus ever, so
come or go; no matter whether.jlong .as anv84.(g-- of raee- prejudice
s
publican, democrat, prohibitionist, so exists.
In a relievingly lighter vein, is told,
cialist or other party is in power?
Do, we want a constitution that another story in the'pteff3''d8patches
stands for governmental health and from Montana which proves again
strength, for safety against the de that truth is stranger than fiction.
signing, for integrity and perpetua- Belasco has been criticised many
times for the "improbable" scene in
tion of power where power belongs
"The Girl of the Golden West,"
in the people's hands?
wherein Minnie gambles with Rajice
We do!
And all of the arguments that are for the life of her lover apd for her
advanced by those who wish to hold own freedom. That seemed on the
their dull personal axes against the stage the wildest stretch of, melogrtitditone of deception will be heard drama, straining dramaUo license! to
anil rejected it the people fully un- the bursting point - Yet. In Helena
the other day a woman calmly played
t.ti- - V
derstandwith a burglar, the condiWhat would have happened to this seven-ucountry long years ago if the con- tion being that if the woman won the
stitution of the United States had burglar was to depart in peace, while,
if she lost he was to ransack the
been made "easy' of amendment?"
All you have to do isto glance house. The woman won, according
in retrospect over the chapters of to the press dispatches, and dramatic
American history and the answer will fiction was once more vindicated and
,

.

be-lf-

easily-su-

ccumb

phy-sic'a-

-

ft

--

,

p

surpassed" by the truth, the dramatic
episode not
intensity of this real-lifbeing lessened by the fact that the
victorious lady promptly fainted as
soon as Bhe had taken the winning
trick.
,
. .'
The" writers of thrilling narrative
and melodramas' have produced some
situations, but
wonderful moving
few have pictured so magnificent an
instance of devotion to duty as that
reported from a lighthouse on the
French coast. The keeper was stricken with fatal illness, and the
widow had to
newly-madto the lamps
attend
to
leave the body
upon whose friendly warning thousands of mariners depended for
safety. To her horror she discovered
that the machinery was deranged and
not
revolve.
would
the lights
Throughout the seemingly never-endinnight she and her two children,
7 and 10 years of age, kept the lights
revolving by hand, never faltering
for an Instant, knowing that the least
wavering might send some great ship
to destruction. Human heroism never
reached greater heighths than this
splendid deed performed in the very
presence of death,
So long as things happen in real
life that make the wildest flights ol
the flctionist's imagination seem lame
and halting, it will not do to be too
severe In attacking the probability of
the mimic scenes of the stage or the
pseudo happenings in the romancer's
'
tale.
e

grief-stricke-

e

g

o
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A SET CODK
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set at rest by the find of the San;
cve4 (hoigaf subse
Jijego searcher
quent development may largely dis
count the report that the treasure
s .worth anywhere "from $15,000,000
But in fact Just
enough buried treasure is disinterred
from time to time to show that the
quest has more substance to it than
the traditional pot of gold at the end
of the rainbow.
Did not the owner of an old manor- house In the Isle of Jersey find urns
full of "spade" guineas and other
treasure In the ruins of the ancient
structure some time ago
The first
estimates put the value of the treasure at $1,250,000. At almost the same
time the sea on the Suffolk coast
washed up from the sand old gold, sil
ver and bronze coins and jewelry of
Saxon times. In Florida a dog chas
ing a rabbit unearthed a
hoard of $4,000 in a hollow pine
log. An old lounge in East Boston
disgorged a package of $2,495 in English and American gold pieces. And
shall the find of 1,000 potmds of
honey in the garret of an old house
in Lee, Mass., be omttted from the
record?
In the face of such proof of thq ex
istence of concealed treasure it is Idle
to expect that the efforts of the imaginative will flag in the search for It.
mail-robber-

ABSORBLETS
Jacob Gould Schurman, president of
Cornell
was walking
University,
across the campus the other day with
the dean of one of the colleges, when
the chimes in the library tower began
to ring.
"Dean," said he, "the music of those
chimes is so beautiful that it always
stts me dreaming of the past. My
boyhood days "
"What did you say?" interrupted the
venerable dean.
"I say the chimes are very, very
beautiful. They make me thinkr-"What?" yelled the dignified old
dean again.
"The
chimes the
chime- s- how
beautiful "
"Speak louder," cried the dean once
more. I can't hear you for the devilish bells." Short Stories.

People may not pay much attention to such trivialities as the antitrust decision sand the tariff on wool.
But there is certain to be widespread
and intense Interest in the first act
regulating aerial navigation, which
has recently passed the Connecticut
legislature and been signed by the
governor. For there Is no telling
when its provisions may be copied by
New Mexico and Arizona, and then,
of course, they would come home to
every man with an aeroplane out In
his back yard hangar.
The first regulation provides for
the registration and numbering of ma
chines. 'Every airship," says the
statute, "while in use or operation
shall display, in a conspicuous place,
as designated by the secretary, dup.
ilcate numbers in characters not less
We
Speaking of the Southwest:
than three feet in height, so as to be heard a
story from the Arizona-Mexicavisible to those who may be beneath
border that seems to be timely.
It.
One of the Americans damaged by
A thoroughly sensible rule, If an bullets from across the
line gave his
aeroplane gets to cutting up capers name as Patrick O'Ryan y Vasquez,
unlawfully exceeding the speed limit, When carried into the zone of safety
for example there surely ought to he
was found to be armed to the
be some means for identifying the
teeth.
offender and calling him down. Not
"Are you an American or a Mexi
directly down, perhaps, but in police can?" he was asked.,
court next morning. The fee for reg
J ist enougn av an American
to
own
istration is $5, and
shoot on th' slightest provacation," he
ers of airships, with licenses from
"and jist enough av a Mexi
their home state, are to have the groaned,
can to miss iv'rything Oi shoot at."
in
of
Connecticut
for
privilege
flying
Boston Traveler.
ten days without taking out a license.
In offering this gracious hospitality
Little Arthur was very proud of his
to visitors, Connecticut evidently de- in the "Band of Mercy
membership
to
be just without being exactjides
The privilege, it may be be He wore the badge, a small star, as if
ing.
lieved will be highly appreciated by it were a policeman's Insignia, and
visiting aeronauts from the Middle could often be heard reproving the
West, and Connecticut fliers will be other boys for their cruel treatment
'
doubly welcome elsewhere because of dogs and cats. But one day1 a lady
of the neighborhood- - was astonished to
of it.
But in its desire to deal generously find him in the very act of torment
with aerial pilots the state has not ing the cat. She protested:
"Why,
overlooked the rights of property. It Arthur, what are you doing? I
has long been established that when thought you belonged to the 'Band of
'
a man buys a piece of land his own Mercy."
,
g,
"I did," he said, "but I lost my star!
ership extends downward to the cen
ter of the earth. Connecticut has
Metropolitan Magazine.
now extended his ownership upward
to the uttermost limits of space.
Sunday School Teacher After he
"A person may fly," the new law heard the people
shouting "Saul has
says, "over land or water owned or slain his thousands, but David has
ieased by him, or over land or water slain his tens of
thousands," what did
the owner of which has given written Ssul do then?
permission to him so to fly." But
Willie (whose father "also ran")
there is to be no tjespassing into the I suppose he got
right up and bellered
air over private property. Hereafter tor a recount.
Puck.
the sign, "Airships keep off," will
he respected or prosecution will fol
"I never yet saw a man who talked
low. If the owner of a dirigible de like the
heo of a story," said Mrs.
sires to fly from Hartford to New Growcher.
Haven he must rent his right of way.
wen, replied her husband, "I
You never can be too careful about never
saw a wofan who looked like
property rights, and Connecticut has tne
pictures in a fashion magazine."
set a stalwart example.
Star.
wasmngton
On the whole, from TJhe inexpert
viewpoint it seems a pretty fair code.
"Pa, what does it mean when you
But will the skymen fall for it?
a man was srosslv inatcAv
say
o
"Well," replied the father, "a man
THE- QUEST OP RURIEIV is grossly insulted when
the opposing
;
GOLI
Pitcuer passes two men in order, to
:
'
get a cnance at him." Detroit Free
The recent announcement that San
tress,
Diego treasure-seeker-s
have found the
hoard of gold reputed to have been
Grocer According to the nater th
cached by the crew of a Chilean crui worm
is full of uprisings.
ser on the Honduras coast a generaHousewife-Y-es,
it seems to be
tion ago will stimulate the search for
I notice that even the hot.
buried treasure everywhere,
from
toms of your berry boxes are affected
Nova Scotia, where Captain Kidd's
judge.
spoils yet remain to be located, to the
new
Main.
And
doubtless a
Spanish
A Chinese student in
England suc
attempt will be made to find Fafitte's
ceeded
in giving a very brief Dara- plunder on the Gulf coast. Mean
while news is awaited of the success pharse of the phrase, "out of sight,
of the Brazilian party of scientists and out of find." He wrote, "Invisible, ingovernment officials who set- - out to sane." Springfield Republican.
discover the 'golfeft"treasure hidden
i
on the Island of Trinidad.
''Anyhow, manners In street cars
The doubts of the sceptics must be aren't, much worse than in riots.
,

.)t;
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COyER OF BUYING MOVEMENT
IN COPPER STOCKS
New York, June 13.

Speculative issues, particularly United States Steel,
of considerable
showed the effect
was
some liquidaand
there
pressure
tion under cover of a buying movement in coppers in the stock market
today. Trade conditions, which are
reported as being better than for some
time past, were used as a basis for
the buying of copper shares. Reports
that the United States Steel corporation will shorty announce large orders for raiis arrested the decline in
that stock.
The market as a whole, was even
more professional than usual. The
recovery in prices which followed the
decline was short lived. The
list reacted slowly to about the earlier
low trend. Great Northern and International Harvester lost a point. Bonds
were easfer.
Some of the copper stocks were
pushed to a higher level, but the gen
eral market did not vary much. After
the annual passing of the divident
the Denver and Rio Grande preferred
which closed yesterday at" 65
and
had risen to 63, broke to below 60
after the news was out. The market
closed strong, last sales being as follows:

V'

n

Amalgamated Copper.
American Beet Sugar
Atchison
Great Northern pfd
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Reading .
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel pfd

70
120
115
138
110
136
160
120
186
78
118
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KANSAS CtTY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, June 13. Cattle Re
oeipts, 15,000. Market, steady to 10
Native steers, $5.00 6.3a
lower.
South
Southern steers, $4.005.40.
ern cows and heifers, $3.004.85. Native cows and heifers. $2.60 6.10.
Stockers and
feeders, $3.755.Z5.
Calves. $4,600
Bulls, $3.755.00.
7 50.
Western steers, $4.7506.10.
Western steers, $4.75(56.10. Western
cews, $3.005.00.
o
Hogs Receipts, 27,000. Market, 5c
lower. Bulk of sales, $6.0506.15.
and
Packers
Heavy, $6.0506.10.
butchers, $6.0506.20.
Lights. $6,100
,

6.20.

!!.

Sheep Receipts. 8,000 Lambs, 15
to 25o higher. Sheep, steady. Muttons
$3.254.00. Lambs, $3.7507.00. Fed
wethers and yearlings, $3.6304.50. Fed
'
western ewes, $3.0003.50.
.

CHICAGO

LIVE oTOCK

13. Cattle ReJune
Chicago,
ceipts, 2,500. Market, steady. Beeves,
Texas steers, $4,500
$5.1506.50.
$5.75. Western
steers, $4.7505.70.
Stockers and feeders, $3,850,565.
Cow? and heifers, $2.4005.85.
Calves,
$5.0008.25.
Hogs Receipts, 20,000. Market, 5c
lower.
Light, $5.9506.30, , Mixed,
$i.906.30. Heavy, $5.8006.30. Rough
Good to choice hervy,
$5.8005.95.
$59506.30. Pigs, $5.600 6.15. Bulk of
sales, $61506.25.
;..
Sheep Receipts, 18,000.
Market,
weak. Native, $2.5004.30.
Western,
$:'.754.30. Yearlings,
$4.2505.00.
Lambs, native, $4.006.35 Western,
.

.

;

$4.25

0

&

WHEAT

OCCUBSJ

FACT THAT 'FOhEIGN EXCHANGE8
BY
UNAFFECTED
WERE
!

ENCOURAGING

SLUMP

Chicago, June 12. Vhere was a
iiveiy rebouad lu tae wheat market today's remarkable
day following
taut
The
tact
loieign excuang- drop.
es were uiiaKttied by the weakness
here had a reassuring eri'ect, July
siarted'at 86 to titi, a' gain of Vs 0
c reacted to 80andthea
to
rose to 87. Corn shoeii a moderate
degree of firmries. July evened un"cenla up at 54Z to54,
changed to
touched 55 aud recovered to 54.
Otits were bullishly affected by the
continued absence of rain. July startto 38 and
to
ed at
up at 38
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87.
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54;
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BOSTON WOOL MARKET.
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September,

0.OatiWuly, 38.
39.

6.75.

September,

July $15.25. September, $15.
July, $8.12.
September,

Boston, June 13. While the wool $8.25.-- v
market has been rather quiet during
Kibs July, $8.2008.22.
Septemthe last week, there has been a fair ber, $8.17.
movement in wool at last weeks
prices. Buying of the new clip in the
ST. LOUIS WOOL
West has grown a little less active,
St. Louis, June 13. Wool Steady.
but prices are unchanged
In Mon- Territory and western mediums 170
tana where the buyers are chiefly at 19c. Fine medium,
Fine
work, growers are getting 18 and 18
11014o.
cents, with small record sales at 19
cents. The goods market remains In
ST. LOUIS SPELTER.
an unsettled condition with the worSt. Louis, June 13. Spelter, strong,
sted mills curtailing heavily!
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Big Store's F&vor

A biv store has a biz House Soir it. Bis Thinos
on
a big scale has built this store's business up to its
things
present stature.
Aggressive
Humous Mi set mis piace on in a ciass oi us own. we nave put our entire strength into an
effort to please and give satisfaction to our customers.
Constant alertness to every business
opening
has placed us in the limelight of good merchandising. Our goods are selected to
please patrons of the
most fastidious tastes as well as those of moderate means.

When Will You Favor Us With a Call ?

.

Fine Footwear

Pumps and Oxfords
For Children

One of the strongest lines we
show is that of Fine Ladies'
Footwear.
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plete stock of A lasts.
leathers p a t e n t s , vici, gun
metal, French kid, Russia Calf,
etc. Oxfords like cut shown
from
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...
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pretty lasts and leathers.
AH leathers.
te

best

Barefoot Sandals in Gray
and Tan or Black
'
Horsehide.
Elkskin
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n
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The End of tho Transaction Is Your Satisfaction"
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Hill of Portland,
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ON BOTH SIDES
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be a good thing In New York not only
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TO

but also for governing the operation
of other publla utilities Including the
ih-subwaya, the terms
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of these having been the cause of Indeterminable discussion and disagreement.
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ATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five cent per line each Insertion
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a
line. No ad to occupy less space than
two lines. All advertisements charged will be booked at space actually
set, without regard to number of
' words. Cash In advance '
preferred.

Wanted
iWANTED

Good cook and housekeep

er to go on ranch
Address Box

72,

near Watrous
Watrous, N. M.

WANTED Good cook.

725

6th St.

For Sale
FOR SALE A 1500 piano, almost new,
for less than half the price. C. W.
SUMMERLIN.

FOR SALE White Wyandotte chicks.
Price according to size. Mrs. M. E.
Johnson, Humboldt, Kan.
SALE Butt Plymouth Rock
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Money
must accompany order. Mrs. Maggie E. Stereos, Humboldt, Kan, R 2.

OR

FOR SALE

Legal blanks of all
scriptions. Notary seals and
ords at The Optlo ofCce.

de-

rec-

For Rent
FOR RENT Desirable
room Bath and electric
Main avenue.

furnished
508

light

FOR RENT One or two rooms,
electric lights and bath.
8th St. Phone Main 103.

--modern,
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TO BE CONFIRMED.
Washington, June 13. Ihe senate

committee on judiciary baa reported
favorably, the reappointment ot John
R. McFie, of Santa Fe ,to be an associate justice pf the New Mexico eu-- l
ie me court. .This assures Judge Mc-Ficonfirmation by the Benate,
which had been opposed in certain
e's

j

Even the amateur pianist can
an acceptable wedding march.

'

play

In the Wake of the Measles
The little eon of Mrs. O. B. Palmer.
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles
The result was a severe cough which
grew worse and he could not sleep.
She says: "One bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound completely
cured him aad he has never been
bothered Bince." Croup, whooping
cough, measles, cough all yield to Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. The
genuine is In the yellow package al
ways. Refuse substitutes.
O. G.
Srhaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

-

any-thin-

r,

M0 P. M.

RESTAURANT

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

BEST GOODS

THE

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

'

New York.

terious Influence that
engenders
crankiness and grouches that makes
normally pious men swear at unoffending women, fire obliging servants
and beat their wives.
Whisky? Nay. Cats just cats
that's all. List to this exposition of the case as it came from a
troubled Harlemlte:
"I want to bring before you the
trouble and nuisance that I have bad
from cats. There la a lot on One
Hundred and Thirteenth street, between Broadway and Amsterdam avenue, which is filled with lumber
which answers for a brooder for raising cats. I think there are twenty-fiv- e
cats In this block that no one
seems to shelter, and they make the
night's rest anything but comfortable. They affect the women's nerves
so that it is practically impossible to
please them or to keep a maid, or
even to live in the same house with
them.
"It has been so trying on my nerves
that I even go to the office and jump
on my employes with no reason, except that I have lost my patience.
Last night the people across the
street were not only throwing water
out of the window, but bottles, tin
cans, electric light bulbs and even a
garbage can, which sounded in the
dead of the night as if It was at ex
plosion.
"It upset my nerves so that when I
got to my office this morning I swore
because things were not done as fast
as I could think of them, thus caus
ing me to lose a very valuable girl,
which has meant an awful lot of ex
pense and loss to my business., and
also throwing a poor girl out ot a po
sition who Is the main support of her"
aged and crippled mother.
"I can new see why there are sv
many crazy people and cranks In the
city, as this is enough to drive any
man to drink, and then coming home
and because someone says something
to him about drinking he immediately
becomes mad and beats his wife or
children as if they had no feeling.
g
"Not praising myself or saying
that is untrue, I would state
that before the past week I was considered a gentleman and with an ex- STUDY FARMING AT OXFORD
cellent character, but this strain has
been so hard on me that I have lost New Branch to Be Taught at Famous
School Grant of Land Is
all this."
Eagerly Awaited.
FINGERS ARE LESS SKILLED
London. It is likely that within
a very short time Oxford university
English Doctor Urges Men and Wom- will be augmented in notable degree
en to Acquire Manual Skill to
by a new school of learning and new
Stimulate Mentality.
facilities for special research
and
study.
London. Business men and women
The subject of agriculture has been
should use their hands In every pos- taken up eagerly at Oxford, and Ox
sible way if they want to increase the ford men, likely In after life to have
Quickness and adaptability of their control of land, are encouraged to
brains, according- - to the latest idea of study agriculture and kindred subjects
n
a
London doctor. He as a proper part of their training.
This branch of university learning.
says:
"Tie knots, sew, do fretwork, learn which owes very much to Professor
to make some of your own clothes, Somervllle, who left the board of agriprepare and cook all your food, re- culture to take up this work at Oxpair your boots and shoes, dig and ford, promises well, but the lack of
plant your garden in fact, do any- land for practical experiments, and of
thing and everything that calls for money for carrying them on, has
manual skill if you want to have an hitherto prevented such a developactive, resourceful and versatile brain. ment as has taken place In Cambridge,
"The business man whose work de where the university has done splendid agricultural work, especially in
pends on a keen, quickly-workin- g
brain must use his fingers constantly the domain of research.
If he wants to have these assets in
It Is hoped that these obstacles are
full. He must, speaking literally, turn to be removed, and that private genhis hands to everything, and be capa- erosity will presently enable the best
ble of constructing almost anything brains In Oxford to Investigate pracwith his fingers.
tical agricultural science on such a
"The truth of this statement lies scale as to rival not only Cambridge,
in the fact that in every manual act but such splendid Institutions as the
the hand Is directed by the brain.
Macdonald college In Canada. For
"Again, every act reacts back upon this work much land, as well as other
the brain, strengthening and stimu- equipment, will be necessary in the
lating it which is the only sure neighborhood of Oxford, and the promethod of keeping that organ In keen, vision of both is understood to be
efficient working order.
within the scope of the scheme.
"That our fingers are gradually beIt will be a cause of the greatest recoming less skilled is due to the nu- joicing among past and present Oxmerous mechanical appliances which ford men if a "pious founder and
now carry out the various processes benefactor" should give to Oxford the
formerly done by hand.
opportunity of leadership and useful
"This state of affairs, since it stunts work in a subject so full of national.
the powers of the fingers, also stunts Indeed of human, welfare.
the brain. The worker does his work
mechanically, unthinkingly, and gradSTRAW HAT UNITES COUPLE
ually his brain grows torpid and

Whooping cough. Is not dangerous
when the cough is kept loose and
expectoration easy by giving Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It has been
Daguerreotype Valuable.
used In many epidemics of this disPittsburg. By producing in court a
ease with perfect success. For sale daguerreotype taken nearly forty years
by all druggists.
ago Michael Logan proved that he was
the husband of Annie Graham Logan
and entitled to her estate.
LOCAL TIME CARD
The
picture showed a
woman dressed in the height of fashion for that period.
WEST BOUND
.The woman during th lntw
of her life had not lived with her hus
Arrive
No. 1
1:60 P.M. band and was round dead in a hovel.
had $800 in a bank and this was
3
8:15 A. M. She
No.
awarded to her husband.
6:15 P. M.
Ho. 7
6:35 P. M,
No. 9
Picture, Lost 60 Years, Found.
Depart
London. The Colnaghls have bought
1
Mo.
... 2:10 P. M. from the Comtesse de Segue, sister of
8:20 A. M the late M. Casslmlr-PerleNo. 3
former
5:40 P. M. president of France, a small picture
No. 7
7:00 P. M. by Vermeer, called "WOraan Buying
JSo. 9
Pearls."
It had been lost for about 60 years.
EAST BOUND
It will command a huge price. It Is
Arrive
believed that it will go to America.
1:10 P. M.
No. 2
11:10 P. M.
No. 4
Water System for Vienna.
1:15 A. M.
"No. 8
Vienna. The Emperor Francis Jo1:45 P. M.
No. 10
seph has inaugurated at Vienna a new
Docart
system of water supply, which has
3:15 P. M. cost over 120,000,000, and brings the
TJo- - 2
11:20 P. M. water a distance ot 102 miles In pipes
No. 4
mountain lakes 7,000 feet above
1:25 A. M from
No. 8
sell level.
No. 10

Having traveled through
miles of jungle and swamp and
among hostile savages reputed to be
cannlbr.ls, Maj. P. H. Fawcett of the
British army arrived here on board
the Thames of the Royal Mall Steam
Packet company, from Colon, his work
as a member of the boundary commission for Bolivia finished for the
time being. Major Fawcett will go to
England soon, and will lecture before
the Royal Geographical society, as
well as present the first map ever
made of the Heath river, which may
be a part of the boundary line be
tween Bolivia and Peru.
Major Fawcett was sent by the
British government to assist Bolivia
in its adjustment with Brazil of the
boundary, and, his ork being so satisfactory, he was asked to serve on
the commission to adjust the boundary in dispute between Peru and Bolivia. He is the first white man to
explore the River Heath, a small
tributary of the Madre dl Dios, which
Hows into the Madera, one of the
largest tributaries of the Amazon.
"As several expeditions for the
same purpose hare been exterminated
by the savages that inhabit the territory, it was with no great feeling of
joyousness that we started on this
trip," said Major Fawcett "There
were five other Englishmen and one
Bolivian officer, and although we trav
eled the navigable streams with canoes, we made only three hundred of
the two thousand miles that way.
The rest of the way was trudge, with
packs on our backs and well armed,
but the latter would have been of lit
tle use If the savages had decided to
exterminate us.
"Several times during our Journey
they made hostile demonstrations,
but we were able to pacify them and
to tell them that our mission was a
peaceful one.
"After enduring great hardships the
party returned to La Paz with the
first maps ever made of the region
that they traversed. There had been
a
boundary, but we found
rirers where it was believed moun
tains existed, and vice versa," said
Major Fawcett.
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2,000
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Harlemlte Says Feline Plague Abroad Major Fawcett of British Army Trav
at Night Drives Men to Beat
els 2,000 Miles In Jungle and
Their Spouse.
Among Savages.
New York. It's out at last Here
Is revealed the origin of that mys-
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Girl In Factory Writes Her Name
der Band and Purchaser Be-
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BUSINESS:

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
A. M. Regular
com--

fl.
fS
A

AND

'(Wyf

brothers

always welcome to the
W. O. Wood,
wigwam.
sachem;
David Flint, chief of records and
collector of wampum.

munlcatlon first and
thlrd Thursday In each

'X$

monttt- - Visiting broth.
ers cordially invited.
William H. Stapp. W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.

B. P. O.

ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
. month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
Brothers are cordially invited. G.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Re-

H. Hunker, Exalted
Condon, Secretary

git

ysular conclave second Tues-V""- -'
day in each month at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme,
LAS
VEGAS
CHAPTER
ROYAL ARCH MASONS

NO.

DIRECTORY

F- -

3,

Regular

Ruler;

D.

E.

Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month, at Fraternal Brotherhood hall,
visiting
Brothers cordially invited .to attend.
B. F. McGuire,
President; E. C.
Ward, Secretary.
-

convocation first Monday
in each month
at Masonic Temple, at 7:30 p. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Meets second and
m. J. A. Rutledge,
fourth
In O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
Thurso
H.
Chas.
Sporleder,
building. Visiting members are
y
secretary.
Invited. W. R. Tipton, G.K.-E- .
P. Mackel, F. 8.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets second and fourth Thurs- I. O. O. F LA8
VEGAS LODGE NO.
1. Meets
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs.
every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
visiting brethren cordially Invited to
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
Carl Carl Wertz, N, G A.
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M.
Wood,
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
Secretary; W. & Crites, treasurer;
C-- V.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
EL
DORADO
LODGE

I1

Middletown, N. Y. A straw hat
started a romance five, years ago,
which culminated in the marriage of
Miss Cecelia Mulligan of this city
and George Wesley Pornham of Manistee, Mich.
Miss Mulligan was employed at a local hat factory. One day another girl
dared her to write her name InBlde the
sweatband of a straw hat she was
working on. She wrote her name and
address and forgot all about it A year
later she received a letter from George
W. Parnham, paymaster of the Manistee & Northeastern railroad. Mr.
Parnham had purchased the hat and
found Miss Mulligan's name.
Letters and photographs were exchanged and the wedding foJlowed.
$100,000 Dinner Service.
Chicago. Perhaps the most expen-

sive dinner service ever made In this
country was shipped from this city the
other day to W. A. Clark,
from Montanaforuse in his new
home on Fifth avenue in New York.
This service la complete for a party
of 24, contains 900 pieces, each specially designed to harmonize with the
dining room, and it .is said to cos!
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PYTHIAS Meets LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA-Mevery Monday eveeets
the second and fourth Fri
ning in Castle hall.
days of each month in ths W. O.
Visiting Knights are
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
Invited.
cordially
Clay,
Venerable Consul; George
Chas.
E. Liebsch-nleLaemmle,
Chancellor assistant Clerk; z. W. Montague,
deputy. Visiting NeighCommander. Harry
bors are cordially invited.
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal.
r.

DKNTISTS.
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA
Meets first

.Wedding Stationery

Announcement Cards
Engraved Cards

F. R. LORD

and third Wednesdays of each
DENTIST
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
Office Pioneer Building
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W.
Rooms 3 and 4
Secretary.
Phone Main
Visiting mem- 0fflce
bers cordially invited.
Residence
Phone Main
,

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
NO.
102 Meets every
Monday night at
their hall In the Schmidt building,
west of Fountain Square, at eight Suite
o'clock. Visiting members are cordially welcome. B. E. Gehring, president; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secretary; C. Bally, Treasurer.

4,

DENTIST
Crockett Building. Has phones
at office and residence.

Chester

A.

Hunker

LODGE NO. 545,
Meets every first Tues-

HUNKER & HUNKER
I. O. of B. B.
Attorneys at Law
day of the month in the vestry
Las
Vegas
New Mexico
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
MASSAGE
President; Charles Greenclay,
v
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

Masseuse and Midwife
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth Residence Phone...
Main 308
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth Massage Parlor Phone
Vegas 75
In Las Vegas Thursdays. Frldavs
Thursday of each month, eighth
run, ..thirtieth
breath. Visiting and Saturdays.
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SUMMER
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CHAPTER L Harry Swifton Is spin-aut0hl
.alon ln hl
thoughts
dwelling; In happy anticipation of a cumin visit from his fiancee. Lucy Medders, a
Quakeress, who nursed htm when he was
Injured ln an auto accident out In the
country. His mind taken off of his surroundings by these pleasant thoughts ha
crashes Into another auto containing a
German count and a beautiful woman.
W"mn' hat Is ruined.
y
thrusts ths remnants of the
oat lnHarry
his pockst and makes his escape.
CHAPTER n. Carolyn, Harry's sister,
arrives to play hostess.
Socrates Primmer, a distant relative of Lucy's, arrives
with a hat Intended as a 1ft to Luoy.
Harry Is trailed to his home by the German
count and the lady of ths damaged
bat
-

Absent-mindedl-

!

'CHAPTER

ITI. Who, ft
la
Mrs. General Biases, fihe Isdevelops,
ln distraction lest her husband should hear of her
escapade. She declares that her milliner
told her a duplicate of the ruined hat had
been delivered to Harry's house. Responding to her demands for the hat Harry Insists that he knows
about
It. Lucy Medders and her nothing
father arrive
and the Count la secreted ln the library
and Mrs. Blaze ln Harry's bedroom.
,
CHAPTER IV. Lucy profeses curiosity
regarding the room ln which Mrs. Blazes
Is hidden and Harry la forced to do some
fancy lying.
CHAPTER V, The milliner arrives tc
race the duplicate hat. She proves to be
whom
had
Daphne Partington
shown considerables attention Harry
to ln the
comand
more
the
becomes
situation
past
plicated. She agrees to make another
nat providing Harry will tnke her to dinner. Lucy and Carolyn call Harry and
Daphne Is hustled Into the room oceu- Count and Daphne
filed by the Count The on
had carried
a flirtation before and greeted each other warmly.
CHAPTER VI. Ths Count asks Daphne
why she had left him standing on a corner waiting for her one evening, she explains that she met a dear friend and
had accompanied him to dinner, the
Count had given her a ring on a former
occasion and demanded Its return. Daphne
explains that she had given It to General
Blazes, at that ths Count was In a state
of mind bordering on Insanity as he had
given Mrs. Blazes a duplicate of the ring
that her husband had. Daphne and the
Count exchange bitter words and Daphne
refuses to stay In the same room with
him, so she enters ths room that Mrs.
Blazes Is concealed In.
CHAPTER VTI. Harry and Lucy enter
the room, accompanied by Mr. Medders,
who was busv looking around the house
and before Harry could stop him had
opened the door of the library, where
the Count was concealed. Explanations
followed and the Count played the role
of Harry's German tutor. Harry Is
forced to tell what he has learned and
the Count assists him, the deception
proves a success.
CHAPTER VTE Things seemed to be
running smoothly again when ths group
Is startled by the sudden appearance of
the General, who Is In a highly nervous
state of mind, he accused Harry of con- ceallns his wife, and he demanded to see
ber. Harry's protestations were futile
and Mr. Medders Is called upon to calm
the General. The General apologizes and
Is about to leave the room when a loud
sneeze came from Harry's room, which
the General recognizes as his wife's: as
he Is about to enter the room Daphne
walks out and the General Is
Luoy gives way to tears and
seeks comfort on her father's shoulder.
CHAPTER IX. Carolyn tells Harr
him
that his behavior during her absence
been scandalous and that she Is ashamed
of him. When she regains her composure
the Count savs he can explain theIs whole
Innoaffair. He tells them that Harry
cent of any wrongdoing and takes all In-of
are
the blame upon himself. They reserve
clined to doubt his story but
their verdict until later when Harry tells
them he will vindicate himself.
CHAPTER X. Mr. Medders and Harry
have a confidential talk following dinner
and Harry tells him that to save a woman's honor he Is unable to explain any
but
of the Incidents that had occurred Medwill reveal everything later. Mr.
ders has ths utmost confidence ln Harry
and accepts his explanation. The Count
arouses Mrs. Blazes by throwing pebbles
window from the garden.
against her
from
She begs him to help her to escape
the Genthe house. As they are talking
eral and Harry come out on theheporch
was
and the General explains that troubled
conscience
(orced to return as his had
towards
acted
him for ths way he
He admits to Harry that he had
Harry.
carried on a flirtation with Daphne and
overhears their conversation.
Blazes
Mrs.
and Lucy take a stroll In the garHarry
on having an explanainsists
she
and
den
will tell
tion. He refuses and says he his
wife,
asks
her to be
He
all
later.
her
but she refuses until hs can clear himself.
Count
again
XI. The
CHAPTER
by whisarouses Mrs. Blazes, this time succeeded
has
If
he
him
Bhe
asked
tling.
tn getting her a duplicate of her damaged
in the negative and tells
hat; he replies
her to
her he has ordered one He tells and
tie
Into strips
sheets
tear all the
a
rope by
them together, so as to make window.
the
from
can
escape
which she
attempts
CHAPTER XII. Mrs. Blazessheets
a a
to escape with the aid of the
when
of
act
In
Is
the
descending
rops and
The
of the General
fcount? riot hearing him. Is still standing
Mr
and
when the General
by the window him.
him for
They mistake
Blazes
for Mrs.
"burglar The hat
he who
Harry claims "was.
for his sister.
ordered It and that it was
to
desire
General
the
and
.Medders
hat
carying awithsee It Primmer appears to
a
sees
way
box and Harry
escape
out showing the contents of
and the Count
CHAPTER XIII. Harry
to rescue Mrs.- Blazes, this
jraln attemptabout
to descend when thetime she
Daphne apGeneral starts back home. had
ordered.
with the hat Harry
hat is for
the
who
her
The General asks
of Harry s.
lady friendshe
and she tells him athem
Is conand
Lucy overhears
Is deceiving her
vinced that Harryand
demands the hat.
gaphne Ins" that he take her to dinner;
to exwhen he refuses she threatens
he has
tell the quests inthat
pose him and
room.
his
concealed
a married womanand can
restrain
Lucy hears thisat learning hardly
state
Sf Affairs Joy that Harry is Innocent
acand
'
shadow
w?lk.
out of the
Lc
Harry the hat that
cepts as a giftforfrom
Blazes.
Mrs.
was Intended
the
CHAPTER XIV. The Countto steals
cy and
had giver
hathPrimme,
one
owned
the
which was h delicate of

e.

He accuses her of eloping
with the Count: sheto denies this.
conduci.
explain her
eral then Rks her
stor es con
she tells him she had heard
P1'"
with
cernins Ms escapees
he was in the same
that when she heard
'v-eusplrlonhouse with her. she sought
Pnera ,JenHlrry and
The
are
and
they
thing
a walk and wnen ne
t or
tern
evplain and
to n
h'm thnt sh :!.ws
her son.eth'n else, and he tells her.
Zn the scene.
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'Watting until the coast was clear,
Count von Fits came from his biding
place and discreetly lifted the ladder.
"Walt a minute." he said to himself. Quietly he went Into the house,
and as quietly reappeared In a few
moments, carrying the hat box which
Lucy had taken from Primmer, and
which she had left ln the hallway.
"Brains in der head beats cash In
der pocket," he moralized.
He wedged the hatboz under his
arm and crawled up the ladder to the
window. Tapping gently upon It, he
almost fell off the ladder when Mrs.
Blazes swung It open.
"Be careful, voman!" he urged. "If
I fall off diss ladder on diss hat you
stay in diss house for life."
"Give me the hat! Give me the
hat!" Mrs Blazes exclaimed.
"Gill me my ring," the count replied.
She slipped his ling from her Anger
and offered it to him hastily. But,
with one hand clutching a round of
the ladder and the other arm about
the hatbox, he was hardly ln a position to take it
"How can I?" he sputtered. "It 1bs
a ring, not der mumps."
"Put the hat ln the window; then
you can take the ring," she advised.
"Und den you get der hat und gift
me der laugh?"
"Nonsense!" she answered. "I never want to see your ring, or you
again!"
"Der same to you, und many off
dem," he retorted, swinging the hat-bo-x
around and trying to shove it
through the window. She caught hold
of it, also, but it was too wide to go
through the opening. In the effort
to force it through the count lost his
balance and came perilously near going down with a crash. He saved himself by clutching the window frame,
however. Mrs. Blazes fretfully said:
Let me show you."
"Clumsy!
fche untied the string on the boi,
took off the lid and took out the hat
Bhe let the box drop to the ground.
and with a little scream of delight
stepped back Into the room and hurriedly donned the hat.
"It's a perfect duplicate!" she said,
Then, while the count was
happily.
descending the ladder she started to
climb out of the window, but the
count stopped her.
"My ring, iff you blease!" he said.
"For goodness sake! Take it and
let me go!"
She thrust the ring Into his hand,
and he ran down the ladder and steadied It at the bottom. Mrs. Blazes
carefully crept from the window, with
much manipulation of her skirts, and
anxiously let herself down a rung at
a time. When she was half way down
she cried:
"Oh! I'm scared! I'm going back!"
She started ud the ladder again,
and ' the count almost fainted. He
shook the ladder violently and threate-

"

""
'
ned:-"
"Iff you go up anudder round, I up
-

He dropped the ring into Lucy's
it must have been some kind of a band, and was gone.
Yes surely It was
Harry -led Lucy to a seat
Joke, general.
"Sow,- he said, Tm ready to exsome kind of a joke."
plain."
"Joke!" the general blurted out.
But why should she want to get
"Nay," Lucy said, happily. "Thee
Into thy house, Harry?" Lucy asked, need not explain now, Harry, dear. I
with a bit of mlschievousness, for I know all thee would tell me of that
Tell me something else."
now she knew the whole story.
And he told her.
"Yes!" the general barked, turning
to his wife. "Why should you want
THE END.
to get into his house?"
Mrs. Biases saw light ahead.
8weet Pea Not Royal Choice.
"My dear, If you will only calm
In vain did gardeners and horticul"I will tell you everything. I know
turists In England try to push the
you wilj think I am a foolish woman
claims of the sweet pea as a coronation flower. Queen Mary has decided
that the pink carnation is the blossom
she will carry.
The Windsor, which is a deep pink,
is the carnation she particularly favors, but the Lawson, a cerise carnation; the Enchantress, which is pale
pink, and the Mrs. Joliffe, which is salmon pink, will also be fashionable during the season. The Worshipful Company of Gardeners have begged to be
jl'-- r
allowed to present toe coronation bou,!?'
quet and the queen has agreed to accept it from them, so they will keep
the rarest and most perfect Windsor
carnations obtainable for the royal
bouquet
abf tv 1 ih-rdlu rdl rdlouoouo
One of her reasons for
preferring
the carnation to the sweet pea as the
flower to be used is that tin wathr
will probably oe very warm at the
time of the coronation and the sweet
pea fades very easily, while th car
nation does not droop ln the heat

4-
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An Eye to Business.

u
"John,''

Bald

the butter dealer,

"al'

n.

ways imt in a couple of sheets of
per when you weigh. Customers will
think you neat and cleanly in your

business. They don't like to have
their butter slopped onto a scale that,
for all they know, has never been
"Give Me the Hat!" Mrs. Blazes Ex- washed. And, besides, there's a good
claimed. "Gift Me My Ring," the proot in buying paper at three cents
Count Replied.
per pound and selling It for 18 cento."
but, darling, I hate been Jealous t
you."
SPEAKING VOICE IMPORTANT
"Jealous of me?" said her liege lord.
"Forgive mo!" she pleaded. "But When Its Correct Use Has Been
when I heard those reports about you,
Learned the Development of the
Singer It Easier.
"Reports? What reports?"
"That you were infatuated with a
Few singers, students, or even
milliner Mile. Daphne."
of singing, pay enough atteachers
a
milliner?"
I
with
infatuated
"I?
to
tention
the speaking voice. The
terthe general asked, with a look of
teacher and his pupil are together so
ribly injured innocence. "I? Ridicu- .little a brief half-hour
or two each
lous!"
"And I saw her enter this house week and there are so many things
this afternoon," Mrs. Blazes contin- demanding attention that there seems
almost no time for consideration of
ued, "and then I heard that you were
the speaking voice. Yet consistency
here and oh, darling, forgive me!
demands that a bad habit of voice use
I came to spy on you!"
shall be corrected so that
"Perfectly amazing!" Harry said to in speech
himself. "I'm in the primary class, the use of the voice ln conversation
shall not retard the perfection of the
compared to her."
voice.
singing
own
"Why," the general said. "My
I am often asked if the process ol
little pet!" He took hla wife into his
tone production U the same ln speaking and singing. I answer that it
should be the same. When the voice
is correctly used in speech it will re4!
"V
quire not different, but merely amplified treatment for singing. Unquestionably the young person who has
oorrect use of voice in speech will find
it less difficult to develop a good singing voice, than one who has an Incorrect habit.
Deep breath control, pliable organa
of articulation, and full, or complete,
vowel pronunciation, are the fundaj&j sj&mental requisites of correct speech
'!
4 V
and correct singing alike. When ths
speaking voice of a singer is not so
t
produced, its use ln conversation la
sure to retard the perfection of ths
singing tone.

MANY NEW YORK COMMUTERS

Population of District Tributary
City Is Estimated at 7,000,000
Few Figures.

te

New York. One thing from which
New Yorkers, did not swear off on
January 1 Is commuting, since figures
Just compiled show that this city's
army of commuters, the dally travelers by city and suburban transit lines
Is over 2,000,000.

The population of the area, including
those who do business ln the city, it
nearly 7,000,000. The exact figure is
6,846,097, which is more than 1,000,000
greater than the population of Illinois, the third state in the Union, including Chicago, the country's second
city.
This commutation district, consisting of the territory lying within thirty
miles of Times square, contains
of all tbe people in the continental territory of the United States.
It equals the population of six large
southern states, with 100,000 to spare.
It exceeds the combined population of
Virginia, North Carolina and South
Carolina by something over 1,000,000.
Going west one finds that the district of New York has a greater population than the 11 westernmost states,
with nearly 250,000 in population still
unmatched, notwithstanding that two
Of these states, Washington and California have more than 1,000,000 each.
Many foreign countries have armies
and navies and pretensions to being
world powers have smaller populations
than the New York district Among
them are the Netherlands, exclusive of
colonies, with 5,591,700; Portugal proper, with 5,423,000; Sweden, with 5,294,-00Argentine Republic, with 6,210,-00Chile, with 6,000,000; Greece and
Denmark, with an aggregate population of about 5,000,000, while the district is within a few hundred thousand of all Belgium.
In view of these figures it is not difficult to understand the reason for the
millions of dollars which are being
spent here for transportation Improvements.-

.
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set it!"
Timorously, she came down, and at
last stood on the ground.
"Oh! How heavenly it Is to be
free!" she exclaimed.
Up the walk again stormed the general, and Mrs. Blazes at sight of him
screamed, and would have climbed
the ladder had not the count caught
her arm and restrained her.
General Blazes had not found her
at home, and had returned to hold
counsel with Harry as to the best
way to locate her. And now he found
her in the company of the count, in
Harry's lawn, with a ladder leading
to a window in Harry's house.
"Aha!" he shouted.
"Merciful heavens! My husband!"
she walled-- .
"Und he only buries nodding of
r
dem but deir hats!" the count reflected, keeping Mrs. Blazes between him
and the general.
"So!" the general roared, confrontHe Said, "I'm Ready to Exing her. "This has been your plan, "Now,"
plain."'
has it?" He turned on the count vindictively. "Trying to inveigle my wife arms. "I I forgive you! I want you
to climb into that house!"
to forgive me. The idea of my giving
"My dear, you are wrong!" Mrs. you even a moment's unhapplness of
Blazes wept. "Listen a moment, and that kind!"
I can explain."
me
pleaded Mrs.
"Wrong? Explain? Woman, I see Blazes, from the shelter of his shoulYou have planned an der.
It all now!
The twain, reunited, went slowly
elopement with this this pretzel!"
"Bretzel! Ach Gott! Und .1 must down the walk and into the street
'Mr. Medders observed that Harry
stand dis!" the count fumed.
"What?" Mrs. Blazes demanded. "I and Lucy looked as though they had
something to say to each other, and
elope with that?"
said to the count:
at
a
scornful
the
She pointed
finger
"The young man whom they call
count
is sitting ln the summer house
"Don't try to palaver me!" the gen- Pigeon
with Carolyn, and Cousin Socrates Is
'
eral shouted.
again in the attio writing a sonnet.
All this noise and shouting cf Wilt thou come ln with me and see
course was heard by those ln the If thee can find a cigar?"
"I thank you, from my
the
and first Harry came running count replied. "But I haff heart,"
some writoot, followed by Lucy and her father. ing to do und iff you excuse me, I
"What in the world is happening?" go down to der hotel now."
"Then I will say farewell, until we
Harry asked, rushing up to the excited trio.
meet again," Medders observed, shak
Gen"I have trapped this wretch!"
ing the count's hand and returning to
eral Blazes yelled, indicating the the house.
count with a gesture of his clenched
Count von Fltz stood before Harry
fist
and Lucy a moment.
one
to
looked
from
"I vant to say choost diss," he
Harry, helpless,
tbe other. Mrs. Blaz'es,, desperate, spoke. "I vant to say 'Bless you, my
children!' Und I can't make a pres
glanced at him and, said:
"Mr. Swifton can explain. I have ent off a hat, but iff you vlll honor
me, Mr. Swifton, by allowing Miss
nothing more to say."
She assumed an air of supreme in- Lucy to accept a llddle token of my
difference to whatever fate might hold good vlshes, I vill glff her diss."
in abeyance for her.
He slipped his fingers into his pock
(
"Well, Harry," the general said, "if et and produced a little case, which
it's up to you, tell me how this hap- lie opened and then took out a ring
not suet a ring as either of the ones
pened."
"Tell you how .what happened
he had recovered but a beautiful
cluster of diamonds- - surrounding
Harry asked, dazedly.
"How does it happen that I find ruby.
my wife trying to climb Into your
"Diss," he said, "is a ring I vas
to gift to der most beautiful,
house, assisted by this noodle."
keeping
Gott in Himmel! I for- der sweetest, der truest girl I shouldt
"Noodle!
'count
gritted find in America. I haff found her
get myselluf yet!" the
between his teeth.
UnjLngw J. .Jse her, because you found

s'
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PICKING

BERRIES

IN WINTER

Flowers and Fruits Thriving la
Southwestern Part of England-M- ild
Weather Prevails.
London. There are not many place
ln the United Kingdom where strawberries, raspberries and spring flowers are to be observed flourishing ln
the open during the winter.
But such is the case ln Cornwall
and some parts of Devon, where abnormally mild weather has recently
been experienced.
The other day Mrs. Scott of St.
Budeaux, on the Devon side of the
Tamar, plucked ripe raspberries ln
her garden, and at Landrake, a few
miles from Plymouth, Miss Benda
Rawling also gathered raspberries ln
her father's garden, while close to tbe
same village lovely strawberries were
plucked by Stanley Harris, and a
bunch of beautiful primroses by another man.
Violets, primroses and strawberries
have also been picked ln other parts
of Cornwall.

Beware of the Dangerous Housefly
Wherever He Goes Death and Disease
May Follow.
War to the death should be declared upon the little pest His
presence is a 'disgrace. His touch may be deadly. Either man must kill
the fly or the fly will kill the man. If there Is no dirt and filth there will
be' no flies.
Keep the flies away from the Milk.
Don't a'low flies In your house.

'

Don't permit them near your food, especially milk.
Don't allow your fruits and confections to be exposed to the swarms
of flies.
Don't let flies crawl over the baby's
nipple of its nursing bottle.

mouth and swarm

upon the

Clean up your premises inside and out, and then Bee that others do
tho same. Strike at the root of the evlL The housefly breeds In horse
manure, kitchen offal, and the like. Dispose of these materials ln such a
cannot propagate. Screen all windows and doors
way that the house-fland Insist that your grocer, butcher, baker and every pne from whom
you buy food Btuffs doeB the same. There is more health in a well screened house than ln many a doctors' visit
y

SOME REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OPTIC

THE full Associated
day.
1 1

Press report is printed

presentation

is given.

of daily happenings

EVERYTHING decent to print goes into

the paper.'

OUR

progressive merchants advertise in
columns.

read the paper and why
PEOPLE generally
you.

THE best asset a town

can have is a live
,

events are chronicled
INTERESTINGweek.

six

of its editorial
COURAGE is a feature

WOULD NOT SHOW HER FOOT
Actress Refuses to Take Shoes and
Stockings Off to Win Case In
Vienna Court
Vienna. An actress has Just figured
in an amusing suit brought against
her by a photographer at Debreczen,
Hungary. She had been photographed
with bare feet, and bad refused to pay
for the photographs, alleging that her
feet were made to appear ridiculously
large.
In court she was asked to take off
her shoes and stockings In order that
a comparison might be made. This,
however, she refused to do.
It was then decided to compare the
flnlshed photograph with the original
negative, and It was seen that th
photographer in "retouching" had remodeled the actress toes so as to
make her feet appear really smaller
than represented in the negative. He
consequently won his case, the actresa
leaving the court in high dudgeon.

Dog's Faithfulness.
The story of a dog's fidelity was
told when the coroner for North West
moreland (Eng.) held an inquest on
the body of William Wharton, a
Westmoreland old age pensioner, who
dropped down dead after recording hii
vote in the Parliamentary election.
Wharton, who lived alone at Shap,
walked to Morland to vote, and set
off home again late at night Next
morning half a dozen woodmen found
the body by the roadside ln a gutter.
The old man's dog was lying over the
body and guarding it The body had
lain there all the night ln stormy
weather. Information was given ta
the police, but when an attempt was
made to touch the body the dog be
came so ferocious that no one dared LOOK AT THE BIRD'S NAILS
go near it, and before the dead man
could be removed the officers had to In Selecting Good Laying Hen Evisend for the old man's neighbor, who
dence of Scratching Ability Is of
knew the dog, and succeeds ln coaxUtmost Importance.
ing it to quietness.
with
Mo. "Chickens
Columbia,
short toenails are the best egg layLOCAL FIRM WILL CONTINUE ers," said Prof. J. E. Rice,, poultry expert for Cornell university, addressVALUABLEAGENCY
Coling students of the Agricultural
lege of the University of Missouri.
O. G. Schaefer of thte city have Just
"These chickens have short toeclose da deal whereby they will con- nails," he said, "from continuous
a chicken
tinue to be agents for ZEMO the scratching for food, and
for food
scratching
is
constantly
that
well known remedy for eczema, danis eure to be industrious."
druff, and all diseases of the skin and
The hen of the olden time, Professcalp.
sor Rice said, laid on an average only
The extraordinary leap that this 18 eggs a year, while the modern hen
clean liquid external treatment for of pure breed will lay from one to two
skin affections has made into public hundred eggs annually.
favor ln the last few years proves its
wonderful curative properties and
Tolstoi's Grave Is Mecca.
makes it Indeed a valuable addition
Mosoow. Tolstoi's grave at Yasml
to the fine stock of remedial agents Pnllana Is likely to become one of the
chief places of pilgrimage In the emcarried by O. G. Schaefer.
pire. Since the funeral large numbers
They have a limited supply of sam- of
peasants arrive there dally. They
ples. , One of which will be given free come mostly on foot, and many are
to any skin sufferer who wishes to now on the way there afoot
test the merit of the medicine.
At the grave many hundreds may bo
booklet "How to Preserve the Skin," seen on their knees chanting and kisswill also be Biven to those Interested. ing the soil. The pilgrims are allowed
the rooms which TolSold by druggists everywhere and to pass through
stoi occupied, wher nothing has, beeo
In Las Vegas by our authorized disturbed.
agem, O., G. Schaefer.

15c a Week by Carrier,
Per Year by Mail, $6.00

The Optic,

ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom amon all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thins: is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash foroks, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
finders of the
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the
best markets!

Do not miss this chance to fjet an Electric
30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

Iron

& Power Co,
Las Vegas Phone.
Light
Main 206

.X
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LOCAL NEWS

BLUE GRASS BELLE
Apple Cider Vinegar
Il5

will lose its laurels as the

i

of weddings' unless the record

0 far is broken aoon. Only three
marriages have1 occurred in Las Vegas
this month and only five licenses have
been granted at the court house.

Fermented Absolutely Pure

I

Jud
month

Judge Clarence J. Roberts is

WANTED

A

PHONE MAIN 379

hold-

Regal

the bench on account of the illness
Judge Roberts expects to be in Las Vegas Thursday
or Friday of this week and will likely
hear some cases in chambers.

Oxfords

of Mrs. Mechem.

For 25 Cents

are made ot the very best quality of
leathers, and are strongly and skillfully built by the most expert of
New England shoemakers. You will
find them the most satisfactory
outing shoes you have ever worn.
They insure comfort and style
as well as long service. More
we
over, in Regal quarter-size- s
give you the exact ht ot
shoes.

"Letter Writing" will be the subject
Santa Fe train No. 1 was delayed
an hour today between Raton and Las of 'Mrs. Ida Kruse McFarlane't
Old Crow sold over the bar at
at the Normal university tomorVegas by engine trouble. The train
Long's Buffet
row afternoon.
reached here at 2:55 o'clock.
ad-dre-

g

AT

fir

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

FOR 30 DAYS
Our Pride Flour
$1.30 per Sack

Every Sack Guaranteed

The funeral of Ihe late Engineer
Green will be held Thursday
morning at 10 o'clock from the Baptist church, Rev. C. McReynolds officiating. Members of the railroad
and other lodges to which the dead
engineer belonged will attend, the
firemen having charge of the service
at the grave.
A. W.

The best place to eat. The White
Kitchen, the place that's clean.
Tomorrow is Flag (Day, the anniversary of the adoption of the stars
and stripes as the banner of the little company of colonies which eventually grew into the greatest nation
in the world. The day will be observed in Las Vegas as well as throughout the United States." Old Glory will
fly from every flag staff and many
of the stores and residences will display flags and bunting. In many cities
it is the custom to observe the day
with patriotic programs. The Elks
usually have a public celebration of
Flag Day but the custom has never
been adopted in New Mexico.
Lunch every morning at

10

at Long's Buffet

Mills

Las VegasdRoller
Phone Main 131

ESTABLISHED 18 70

The

First National Bank
Las Vegas, New Mexico

A brief session of the board of education was held last night in the offices of Clerk Charles Tamme In the
city ha'l. Bills were allowed and
other routine business was attended
to. Mr. Tamme will begin soon the
taking of the school census. Upon
the showing made in his report, which
Is turned over to the county superin
tendent and by that offlical to the
territorial board of education depends
the apportionment of school funds to
be received by the city schools. Some
time ago the board disposed of the
matter 'of engaging teachers for the
coming school year. At present every position. Is filled.

Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

AT COOLEY'S

First National Bank Building,

a

BARN

seven passenger
wagon, custom made, and will come
home safely if kept right side up.

(

Sixth Street

lignt-runnin- g

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

Something

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.
A

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

Sweet
Catawba
Kisses

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vecas 450

Mrs. Richard Dunn, who has been
seriously ill at her home in Gascon
during the past few days, was reported today as considerably improved.

A gpeical train loaded with Sunday
school teachers on their way to the
International Sunday School convention in San Francisco, passed through
Tony Faust draught beer Is on tap Las
Vegas early this morning, meetat the Opera Bar, and is one of the
Santa Fe train No. 8 here. The.
ing
finest draught beers served over any
teachers are mostly residents of Bosbar In the city.
ton. They were to have been given
a reception in Albuquerque today.
The board of directors of the Commercial club will hold an Important
NOTICE.
meeting in the club rooms in the MaAll members
of the Fraternal
sonic temple tonight.
Brotherhood Lodge No. 102 are respectfully requested to meet at the
The best" place to eat. The White lodge hall on Thursday, June 15th,
It'll, at 9:30 o'clock a. m., and 'go in
Kitchen, the place that's clean.
body to the Baptist church to attend
the funeral services of our departed
Dr. M. F. DesMarals, who has been brother, A. W. Green. Carriages will
ill for a few days, is reported as on be in waiting at the church to take
the road to recovery.
members to the cemetery.

made-to-measu-

The Treble Clef club will not meet
tomorrow.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.
Bids for the construction of the ad
dition to St. Anthony's hospital have
all been received and have been for
warded to the mother superior in
Leavenworth, Kan. The name of the
successful bidder probably will be an
nounced in the near future at which
time details of the size and nature
of the addition will be given in full.
The plans were drawn by B. W. Hart.
In the Wake of the Measles
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer.
Uttle Rock, Ark., had the measles.
The result was a severe cough which
grew worse and he could not sleep,
She says: "One bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound .completely
cured him end he has never been
bothered since." Croup,
whooping
cough, measles, cough all yield to FolThe
and
Tar
Compound.
ey's Honey
genuine Is in the yellow package al
ways. Refuse substitutes.
Q. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

At
FLIER FALLS 125 FEET.
Madeburg, Germany, June 13. The
first serious accident of the national
aviation circuit race occurred here
today, when Karl Mueller, In attempt
ing a landing, fell with his biplane
from a height of about 125 feet. The
aviator sustained a concussion of the
brain, but may recover.

from $1.00 to $6.00.

THE

r

12 for 5c

J. II.

Mountain, Now Open for
30th Year.
Cool, heautiful,
restful, cheerful
place. Clean and comfortable, acconi- modations.
Appetizing, wholesome.
bountiful table. Burros for riding free
of charge. Best people only patronize Harvey's. Carriage out Wednesday and Saturday. Fare $1. Terms
$9 per day; $10 per week. Leave or
ders at Murphey's drug store.

J.

GROCER.

Native, call at the

i

ft

flATWARD

35

"
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Anthracite

Foot ofM.m

or Phone Main 16

-

17

18

Son
276
ch Phone

P e rry O n i on &

Store Phono Main 462

V

Order some now

;! )

Rar

Try It

Coal, all sizes

u

Steam Coal

yfu G

Sawed Wood and Kindling

ON D OH

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Mal3l81.

RETAIL PRICES
or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery
to 200 lbs Each Delivery
Less Than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

2,000
1,000
200
60

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

AGUA

MM

'..

20c per
25e per
30o per
40o per
50o per

lbs.
lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100
100

GO MP ANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

USE

BOUCHER'S

"
Dresser Scarfs
... Vt

Side Board Scarfs
Lunch Cloths
Center Pieces
and Doilies

COFFEE

v

In Mexican Drawn Linen

:

r

at

-

:

'
.

TAUJPERT'S
JEWELER

Main

is

A
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JD WOOD

Don't Borrow Your
Neighbor's Paper
Subscribe Today for
56e Optic and Have
One of Your Own

Cents Per Dozen

This is "bully" weaker for transplanting.

C. JOHNSEN & SON

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Your curtains need laundering this spring. The usage they
have received and the dust
they have absorbed- during the
winter, makes them unfit to
hang the entire summer. Send
your curtains to us, when you
take them down and you will
be pleasantly surprised by their
appearance when we return
them. We wash them clean,
without damaging them; we
starch them just stiff enough
to drape right and hold their
shape, and we dry them perfectly Bquare, even and the exact size as when sent us.
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PANSY and VERBENA PLANTS

n

C OAL

Fresh Roasted

CO. MARKET

PORCH SWING.

Screened and Lump Raton CerHUos

FINE BIG
GRAAF

HAMMOCK

623 Douglas Ave.

'

STEARNS

NEW

CLOSED

Ask to se it at our store

Whooping cough is not dangerous
when the cough is kept loose and
expectoration easy by giving Cham
berlain's Cough Remedy. It has been
used in many epidemics of this dis
ease with perfect success. For sale
.
by all druggists.
On
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STAND

Let ust Launder
Your Curtains
This Spring

You'll Like Our Work.

A

The kind you get
real rest out of.

Secretary.

;

$350
$400

HI

"LAZY"

EMMA D. BURKE,

Much cooler weather has prevailed
this week than during the ten days
preceding it. Yesterday the highest
point reached by the government
thermometer at the Normal was 79
degrees. A cooling shower occurred
shortly after 1 o'clock today and held
down. Stationary
the temperature
temperature is predicted for tonight
,
and tomorrow.
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GREENBERGER

HARVEY'S

614 Lincoln Avenue

For the Best Meals, Kansas City or

The county commissioners are sit'
ting as a board of equalization and
are hearing the complaints of any citizens who are not satisfied with the
tax levy. They expect to complete
this work by the latter part of this
week.

Positively no camping, fishing or
C.
hunting allowed on our ranch.
o'clock W. and F. J. Wesner.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of courae.
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Pool Tafale

ing court In Socorro lor Judge M. C.
Mechem, who was compelled to leave

In Full Quart Bottles
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OPTICIAN

